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Abstract 
AN AGE RELATED FEATURE ANALYSIS OF THE AUTOCOM 
by 
Nancy Jo Blair 
The current research was designed to outline the Autocom 
features, develop teaching sequences which incorporated these features 
and determine the ability of prefirst and third grade subjects to 
operate the features for functional conmunication. The population 
was comprised of 20 physically and intellectually normal children--
10 prefirst graders and 10 third graders. The subjects were met with 
individually at the La Sierra Hearing, Speech and Language Center for 
one or two sessions, for approximately 45 to 60 minutes per session. 
Using teaching sequences developed by the investigator, the 
subjects were taught to operate each feature of the Autocom. At spe-
cific intervals during teaching, tests were administered to the sub-
jects to determine their ability to operate the features. The inves-
tigator scored the operations utilized by the subjects during testing 
based on a four-point scale: spontaneous, first prompt, second prompt 
and no response. 
The null hypotheses proposed for this investigation stated 
that it would not be possible to objectively determine the features 
of the Autocom for which a prefirst and third grade child should be 
expected to demonstrate mastery. The results supported rejection 
of the null hypotheses; thus indicating that it is possible to deter-
mine the ages at which children can be expected to operate the indi-
vidual features of the Autocom. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The development of various means of augmentative communication 
for the severely physically handicapped has become an important empha-
sis in the field of speech-language pathology. The present research 
proposed to study one such augmentative communication form, the 11Auto-
Monitoring Communication Board 11 --or the 11Autocom11 • 
To date, only one study has been conducted regarding the Auto-
com (Harris-Vanderheiden, 1975). It was an evaluation to determine 
the Autocom's effectiveness as a means of communication for nonvocal 
cerebral palsied students. The research concluded that the Autocom 
was instrumental in facilitating the acquisition and development of 
education skills. Although Harris-Vanderheiden et al. (1975) were not 
concerned with the specific features of the prosthesis, or with the 
ability of able-bodied children to operate the features, they recom-
mend a more comprehensive evaluation of the Autocom. Other researchers 
in the field of speech-language pathology state that information 
relating the ability of normal children to utilize the Autocom is 
vital, but to date this has not been generated in research form (Aiel-
lo, Harris-Vanderheiden and Shane, 1981). 
Statement of the Problem 
Some severely physically handicapped individuals are unable to 
develop intelligible speech or written language due to severe motor 
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disabilities. Therefore these individuals are unable to function as 
active, independent communicators. This results in a deprivation of 
practicing and experiencing which are essential for normal mental, 
social and emotional development. When the educational and psychologi-
cal results of this deprivation are considered, it becomes a necessity 
that the field of speech-language pathology continue to research 
various means of augmentative communication to facilitate the afore-
mentioned areas of development. To this investigator's knowledge, no 
controlled studies have been designed to relate age levels with the 
ability to operate the Autocom features for either able-bodied or 
nonvocal severely physically handicapped individuals. 
Purposes 
The purposes of the present study are to: (1) speculate about 
the developmental social, sensory, cognitive, linguistic, academic and 
motor skills necessary to operate the Autocom features, (2) analyze 
the specific features of the Autocom, and (3) attempt to determine the 
ability of able-bodied children, grades prefirst and third, to operate 
the Autocom features for functional communication. 
Able-bodied subjects served as subjects so that competency 
levels of Autocom operation could be established. The competency 
levels of children at these grades might then be used as a guideline 
for the application of the Autocom in clinical situations with severely 
physically handicapped individuals. 
Hypotheses 
The following were posed for this investigation: 
1. It is not possible to objectively determine the features 
of the Autocom for which a prefirst grade child should be expected to 
demonstrate mastery. 
2. It is not possible to objectively determine the features 
of the Autocom for which a third grade child should be expected to 
demonstrate mastery. 
Definition of Key Terms 
For the purpose of the current research, key terms are defined 
as follows: 
Augmentative Communication. Augmentative communication is a 
form of communication which can be utilized by the nonvocal or non-
verbal person which, with proper application, can provide him/her with 
a communication system (Howell, 1980). 
Autocom Features. Autocom features are functions performed 
by the Autocom to facilitate communication. Due to the complexity of 
the device, the features are numerous (refer to page 20) (Telesensory 
Systems Inc., 1979). 
Autocom Operations. Autocom operations involve activation of 
the Autocom features by the communicator (Telesensory Systems Inc., 
1979). 
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Auto-Monitoring Communication Board -- the Autocom. The Autocom 
is an electronic communication prosthesis, in the form of a lapboard 
with a matrix of 98 squares. Within some squares are printed pictures, 
letters, numbers, punctuation and abbreviation symbols, words or word 
combinations -- used to generate independent messages. Within the other 
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squares are printed, in written and/or picture form, the Autocom opera-
tional features. The message sender communicates by pointing, with a 
magnet, to the desired squares. The Autocom then prints the ortho-
graphy on a visual display, enabling the operator to independently 
compose desired messages (Telesensory Systems Inc., 1979). 
Functional Communication. Functional communication is any 
form of expressive communication which can be easily understood by an 
untrained intended message receiver (Cohen, 1981). 
Nonvocal. Nonvocal is an inability to produce functional 
speech because of a severe oral-motor dysfunction (Cohen, 1981). 
Nonvocal Severely Physically Handicapped Individuals. Nonvocal 
severely physically handicapped individuals are those who have near 
normal, normal or even above·normal intelligence, but have never 
spoken and probably will never speak. The problem, a result of cere-
bral palsy, produces multiple, severe, physical handicaps which often 
preclude the use of alternative avenues of communication (Cohen, 
1981). 
Phase. For the purpose of this research, a phase refers to 
a specific group of Autocom features taught as a unit (refer to page 
22). 
Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The following comprise the reviewed areas of the literature: 
l. Th~ Speculated Developmental Skills Necessary to Effec-
tively Communicate Using the Autocom. 
2. Age Correlates of a Sampling of the Speculated Develop-
mental Skills Necessary to Effectively Communicate Using the Autocom. 
The Speculated Developmental Skills Necessary to Effectively 
Communicate Using the Autocom 
From the Autocom Manual (Telesensory Systems Inc., 1979) and 
from individuals familiar with the Autocom (Cohen, 1980, Deal, 1980, 
and Jones, 1980), it was speculated that to effectively communicate 
using the Autocom, the user must possess certain developmental social, 
sensory, cognitive, linguistic, academic and motor skills. The afore-
mentioned individuals also theorized that the extent to which the user 
has obtained these skills largely decid~s the extent that he/she will 
be able to effectively operate the device. 
The skills are divided into categories of social, sensory, 
motor, auditory-visual receptive language and auditory-visual expres-
sive language. The following are the speculated skills -- ordered 
alphabetically: 
I. Social 
A. care-giver support 
B. continuous motivation 
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C. spontaneous desire 
I I. Sensory Acuity 
A. hearing 
B. vision 
I I I . Motor 
A. endurance 
B. eye-hand coordination 
C. imitation 
D. midline crossing of eyes and hands 
E. range of motion of arms 
IV. Visual-Auditory Receptive Language 
A. abstract thinking 
B. cause and effect 
C. categorizing 
D. comprehension (analyze receptive information) 
E. comp·rehens ion of the p repos i ti on 11on 11 
F. concentration (attention, freedom from distraction) 
G. directionality (left and right) 
H. following directions 
I. discrimination (visual and auditory) 
J. imitation 
K. letter recognition 
L. logical thinking (reasoning) 
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M. memory (short-short, short, long, sequential, organiza-
tional) 
N. number recognition 
0. permanency of objects 
P. recognition of picture function 
Q. problem solving 
R. reading at the grade level 
s. scanning 
T. semantics at the language age 
u. sequencing 
V. syntax at the language age 
W. tracking 
V. Visual-Auditory Expressive Language 
A. abstract thinking 
B. categorizing 
C. concentration 
D. imitation 
E. letter recognition 
F. memory (short-short, short, long, sequential, organi-
zat i ona 1) 
G. morphology 
H. number operation 
I. problem solving 
J. semantics at language age 
K. syntax at language age 
Age Correlates of a Sampling of the Speculated Developmental 
Skills Necessary to Effectively Communicate Using the Autocom 
From the literature, the chronological ages of acquisition of 
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the aforementioned cognitive and linguistic skills is reviewed. At 
what chronological age children possess these skills is not ind~cated 
in the Autocom Manual. The six skills were chosen because literature 
pertaining to the skills was readily available. Once it has been 
determined by what age the average individual has acquired these 
skills, it may also be determined to what magnitude the individual in 
question will be able to communicate using the Autocom. 
Cause and effect. To comprehend and utilize the operational features 
of the Autocom it appears to be necessary to understand that certain 
causes produce effects. 
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The ability of preschool children to understand this relation-
ship was addressed by Bullock and Gelman (1979). The authors claim 
that many researchers believe that preschool-aged children do not 
understand the unidirectionality of cause and effect. Bullock and 
Gelman propose that this belief stems from research which relies on a 
verbal response ~ram the child as an indication of his understanding 
of the cause and effect relationship. The authors contend that a 
preschool child may understand the causal relationship between events 
but lack the verbal knowledge to comprehend or respond to questions 
designated to tap that understanding. 
Bullock and Gelman tested 48 children, ages three, four and 
five years, regarding the relationship between cause and effect, in a 
manner which required verbal and nonverbal responses. The subjects 
were to: (1) point to the event which produced the effect, (2) pro-
duce the effect themselves and (3) answer questions to "probe" their 
reasons for picking one alternative or another as a cause. 
From the results, the authors concluded that although chil-
dren as young as three years of age are unable to verbally express 
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the relationship between cause and effect, they are able to physically 
respond as though they understand that causes occur prior to effects. 
Therefore, children three years of age should be able to comprehend 
and utilize the features of the Autocom that require the user to 
understand the cause and effect relationship. 
Imitation. To learn to utilize the Autocom features it seems that the 
user must be able to accurately imitate the actions of the teacher. 
Fouts and Liikanen (1975) hypothesized that children vary in their 
susceptibility to modeling influences Omitation) because of the inter-
action of age and cognitive developmental level. Fouts and Liikanen 
investigated Piagetian developmental shifts and chronological ages 
in the use of imitation. 
The subject sample involved 40 children, 20 five years of age 
(preoperational) and 20 eight years of age (concrete-operational). The 
method consisted of the children viewing a videotape in which the 
experimenter ma~ipulated objects in novel, sequential ways. The dura-
tion of the videotape was approximately five and one-half minutes. 
After viewing the tape, the children were individually exposed 
to the same objects that were manipulated by the experimenter, plus 
additional toy objects. The children were allowed to play with the 
objects in any way desired for five minutes. The behaviors exhibited 
were continuously recorded. 
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The results were that the eight-year-olds imitated the experi-
menters' manipulation of the objects to a greater extent and with 
greater accuracy than the five-year-olds. Thus, when learning to use 
the Autocom the normal five and six-year-old child should imitate the 
actions of the teacher, but to a less extent and with less accuracy 
than an older child of eight years. 
Memory skills. To be an effective user of the Autocom, it appears that 
the user must have a sufficient memory. Neimark et al. (1971) studied 
progressive developmental changes in memorization for free recall. 
The subjects consisted of children in grades one, three through six 
and adult college students. 
The subjects were shown 24 pictures to memorize for free recall 
during the maximum of a three-minute interval. At the termination of 
the interval, the number of correct recalls, duration of the recal 1, 
and a rating of the subject's organization of material were tabulated. 
The rating of organizat.ion was measured on a four-point scale. 
At the extreme ends of the scale, zero indicated no systematic organi-
zation, and three indicated elaborate, exhaustive organization. The 
entire memorization recall task was repeated a total of three times. 
The results of the study indicated that increasingly greater 
recall performance, involving the number of correct recalls and dura-
tion of recall, improves with increasing age. Children in grades one 
and three did less deliberate organizing than children in grades four, 
five and six. The adult college students showed the greatest amount 
of deliberate organizing. 
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Zimmerman et al. (1979) include in their language development 
scale childrents ability to remember auditory patterns of specific 
lengths. By age five years children should be able to repeat taps 
(up to four sequential) upon imitation of another. By age seven they 
should be able to listen to sequential taps (up to eight) and indicate 
the number of taps either by imitation, holding up fingers, or verba-
lization. From the above research, it can be concluded that children 
age six and above should be able to store and organize, in memory, 
sequential patterns of operation which is necessary for Autocom 
usage. 
Problem solving. When attempting communication with the Autocom, the 
user will likely encounter operational problems. Therefore, it is 
speculated that the user should be able to consider alternative solu-
tions to the problems. 
Koslowski and Bruner (1972) studied the problem solving 
abilities of children ages 12 to 24 months. Forty-five children were 
tested, 15 from each of three groups: 12 to 24 months, 14 to 16 
months, and 16 to 24 months. 
To indicate their abilities to task analyze and therefore 
problem solve, the children were encouraged to attempt rotation of a 
lever mounted on a table top to acquire the desired goal of obtaining 
a toy that was attached to the end of the lever. The task analysis 
consisted of two acts performed in a successive order: (1) rotate 
the lever through enough degrees to bring the goal within reaching 
distance, and (2) reach directly for the toy. 
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When the entire group of 45 children was analyzed, the chil-
dren exhibited five levels of problem solving necessary to reach the 
goal of acquiring the car by rotating the lever. The levels closely 
corresponded to the chronological ages of the children. The younger 
children operated within the lowest levels, and the older children 
operated within highest levels. The levels progressed from the lowest, 
level one--Linear Action, to the highest, level five--Rotate and Cap-
ture. During Linear Action, the child ignored the rotary action of 
the lever. To acquire the toy, two approaches were common: (1) lean-
ing across or going around the table to directly pick up the toy, and 
(2) pushing or pulling the bar directly toward or away from the child 
rather than rotating it. During Rotate and Capture, the solution con-
sisted of rotating the lever far enough to bring the toy within reach, 
watching the toy to see when it was close enough, and, finally, pick-
uing up the toy directly. 
Burnstein (1978) considered the abilities of 40 kindergarten 
children to solve problems devised by the investigator. The children 
were divided into four groups. Group number one verbally discussed 
the possible solutions. Along with verbal discussion, group number 
two was given visual representations of the possible solutions. In 
conjunction with verbal discussion and visual representation, group 
number three was taught to select and test one of the possible solu-
tions. As well as all of the above information, group number four was 
taught the appropriate response to the feedback received from testing 
the possible solutions. 
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The results indicated that the kindergarten children were 
able to learn complex problem-solving skills when all of the com-
ponents were explicitly taught. Because it has been shown that 
five-year-old children are able to solve complex problems when taught 
to consider alternative solutions, it seems that if the subjects 
participating in the study were taught to operate each feature of 
the Autocom, they should be able to use their knowledge of the 
features when considering various solutions to problems that may 
arise. 
Recognition of picture function. The features of the Autocom are 
visually displayed using orthography and pictures. Therefore, if 
the user is unable to read orthography, it seems necessary that he/ 
she understand what functions the pictures represent. 
Ferguson (1975) devised a test that was suggested to be used 
as a predictor of later reading performance (Ferguson, 1975). The 
test consists of picture symbols that are either pictographs, ideo-
graphs, or completely arbitrary. The test was applied to 100 
randomly-sampled children. The observations of the children's ability 
to. perform the test indicated that a portion of the five-year~olds 
were able to recognize the function of a symbol picture, and under-
stand that a picture communicates meaning. Therefore, five-year-old 
children should be capable fo recognizing the functions of the Auto-
com features which are pictorially displayed. 
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Scanning. The Autocom consists of a large matrix of numerous squares. 
To effectively utilize the language contained within each square, it 
is speculated that the user be able to scan these squares. 
Piaget stated that with increases in age come increases in the 
time spent at a perceptual activity and increases in the range of 
stimuli covered (Ginsburg and Opper, 1969). Therefore, young children, 
in comparison to older children, exhibit a deficiency of perceptual 
activity and scanning ability. Piaget postulated that this inferiority 
of young children is due to a lack of coordination between analysis and 
synthesis (Ginsburg and Opper, 1969). Vurpillot (1968) tested this 
postulation by measuring the motor scanning activity of the eye of 78 
children. The location, duration and sequence of eye fixations were 
measured by the use of photographing each subject's left eye. The 
data provided by the film determined the particular portion of the 
stimulus on which the pupil was fixated, the sequence of successive 
points of fixation an~ duration of each fixation. 
The children were divided into four age groups. The average 
age of the subjects within each group was 3-11, 5-00, 6-06, and 8-09 
years and months. When presented with two pictures of houses, the 
children were to decide if they were exactly the same or different. 
The results determined that the number of correct answers of 
either same or different improves with age. The children younger than 
six years of age rarely took into account the whole of the system. 
They limited their range to a small area of each house and made a 
judgment of identity after collecting only a small portion of the 
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available information. The children older than six years of age showed 
considerable improvement in systematic scanning. The majority of the 
nine-year-olds made almost no er~ors. In summary, an appropriate 
method of scanning begins to appear between the fifth and sixth years 
and is adopted by the majority of children by age nine. 
Bisanz and Resnick (1978) view the acquisition and use of 
visual search (scanning) as an information gathering act involving two 
processes--localization and identification. These two processes are 
temporal and sequential. Localization is the first visual scanning 
process. It involves a preliminary visual analysis of the available 
information. From this analysis, certain of the information is selected 
for more complete processing, while other information is rejected. 
Identification is the- second visual scanning process. It is necessary 
for the encoding and retention of the material selected during the 
localization process; and also influences subsequent scanning .activi-
ties. 
In an effort to understand the development and relationship of 
these scanning processes or skills, the authors conducted a two-task 
study in which subjects age 8, 10, 12 and 18 years participated. 
During both tasks, the subjects scanned rows of letters for a single 
predetermined row and letter. In the first task, the predetermined 
row was defined by the presence of certain specified letters. The rate 
of visual scanning reflected the speed of the localization process. In 
the second task, the target row was defined by the absence of the spe-
cified letter. In that case, the rate of visual scanning reflected 
the speed of the localization and identification process. 
The data revealed that the localization processes became 
faster from ages 8 to 12 and remained stable thereafter, and the 
identification processes increased in speed primarily from ages 8 to 
10 and remained stable thereafter. Thus the two processes had dif-
ferent rates of development. Thus, organized methods of scanning, 
necessary when using the Autocom matrix, should begin to appear 
between the fifth and sixth year, and be perfected by the tenth to 
twelfth year. 
Summary 
It has been speculated that to effectively communicate with 
the Autocom, the user must possess certain developmental social, 
sensory, cognitive, linguistic, academic and motor skills (Cohen, 
1980, Deal, 1980, Jones, 1980, and Telesensory Systems Inc., 1979). 
In this chapter the chronological ages of acquisition of six of the 
cognitive and linguistic skills were reviewed. They were: cause 
and effect, imitation, short, organizational and sequential memory, 
problem solving, recognition of the function of a picture and 
scanning. 
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Although the studies mentioned afore indicate that the chil-
dren who participated in the present study should have acquired all 
six of the speculated skills, and therefore suggest (based on these 
six skills) that the subjects would be able to operate the Autocom, 
research relating the abilities of normal children to utilize the 
prosthesis has not been generated. The present investigator developed 
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a teaching and testing program to determine the abilities of normal 
children, grades prefirst and third, to operate the Autocom features. 
Chapter 3 
PROCEDURES AND MATERIALS 
Subjects 
The population fdr the present study was comprised of 20 
children, divided into groups by grade (ten prefirst graders and ten 
third graders), and normal with respect to physical and intellectual 
maturation. These children were from a local, private elementary 
school. To participate in the study, each subject must have obtained 
parental consent and evaluations of 11 satisfactory 11 or better in all 
academic subjects and effort while participating in school activities. 
Teachers from the classrooms of the two grade levels identified pos-
sible candidates based on their fall 1980 written classroom evalua-
tions. The prefirst graders ranged in age from six years four months 
to six years eleven months. Seven of the prefirst graders were 
females and three were males. The third graders ranged in age from 
eight years eight months to ten years three months~ Five of the third 
graders were females and five were males. 
A letter asking permission for each child to participate in 
the study, a brochure introducing the Autocom (published by the manu-
facturer of the Autocom, Telesensory Systems Inc.), and a consent form 
were mailed to the parents of each potential subject. Copies of the 
letter, brochure, and consent form are in Appendices F, G and H. 
Approximately four days after mailing the letters, each parent 
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received a telephone contact from the researcher to explain the study 
in greater detail, answer any questions, and receive their consent. 
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If the parents agreed to allow their child to participate, arrangements 
were made to meet individually with each child at the La Sierra Hearing, 
Speech and Language Center, for one or two sessions, depending upon 
the age of the child, for approximately 45 to 60 minutes per session. 
After establishing the meeting time, a brief letter was sent to the 
parents thanking them for consenting to their child's participation, 
and reminding them of the scheduled appointment. A map, directing the 
parents to the clinic, was also enclosed. A copy of the letter is in 
Appendix I. The investigator again reminded the parents of the 
appointment by calling them the morning of the appointment date to 
confirm the meeting time. 
Except for two children, all prefirst graders were met with 
twice. The other two were met with once, for a longer duration of 
time, and with a break taken half-way through the sequence. These two 
could not be met with twice due to the employment schedule of the 
parents. All third graders were met with once. No breaks were taken 
with the third graders. 
The procedures to be followed with the 20 subjects were 
developed and rehearsed with four pilot study children (two prefirst 
graders and two third graders) who met the specified requirements of 
parental consent, and evaluations of satisfactory or better in all 
academic subjects and in effort while participating in school activi-
ties. 
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Autocom Features, Teaching Sequences and Score Sheets 
Autocom features. From the Autocom Manual (Telesensory Systems Inc., 
1979) it was determined, by the investigator, that the following com-
prise the Autocom features, utilized to facilitate communication: 
I. Basic Features· 
11. 
A. feedback lights 
B. feedback clicks 
C. instructional messages 
1. aid: off 
2. speed 
3. printer: on/off 
4. display: on/off 
Control Squares 
A. on/off 
B. display on/off 
c. backspace 
0. decrease speed 
E. increase speed 
F. backward 
G. clear message 
H. sound be 11 
I. sound alarm 
J. printer on/off 
K. print 
L. paper advance 
M. program on/off 
memory program sequence 
1. program on 
2. enter level number 
3. select square 
4. enter new vocabulary item 
5. program off 
II I. Level Squares 
A. level one to level nine (Ll to L9) 
B. other levels, level 10 to level 59 (LlO to L59) 
C. change base 
IV. Communication Interaction Squares 
A. pictures squares - L3 
B. vocabulary squares - Ll 
1. letters 
2. numbers 
3. words 
4. punctuation symbols (, . ?) 
5 . word end i n gs ( e d , i n g , ' s ) 
6. 2-4 word messages 
7. spacer 
C. vocabulary squares - L2 
1 . words 
2. punctuation and abbreviation symbols (A, @,) ,<, 
(' ) ' [' ] ' $' & 'cO, \ ' 11, I' =' : ' % ' ; ' #' ! ' ;': 
_, /, +, ;':#@/$!) 
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3. backspace 
4. faster 
5. slower 
6. space 
7. backword 
8. cl ear 
9. be 11 
10. a 1 arm 
11. printer on/off 
· 12. print 
13. paper advance 
C. Phase Three - Ll Only, Ll and L2 Together 
change base 
D. Phase Four - Ll and L2 Together 
memory program sequence 
1. program on 
2. enter level number 
3. select square 
4. enter new vocabulary item (tell sentence) 
5. program off 
I I. Teaching Sequence Number Two 
A. Phase One - Ll Only, Standard Matrix 
1 . on/off 
2. display on/off 
3. space 
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subject. 
B •. 
c. 
4. backspace 
s. slower 
6. faster 
7. backward 
8. cl ear 
9. be 11 
10. alarm 
11. printer on/off 
12. print 
1 3. paper advance 
14. word endings (ed, ing, IS) 
15. punctuation symbols ( , . ?) 
Phase Two - L2 Only, Ll and L2 Together 
change base 
Phase Three 
- L1' L2 and 
memory program sequence 
1 • program on 
2. enter level number 
3. select square 
L3 Together 
4. enter new vocabulary item (tell sentence) 
5. program off 
The ?eaching sequences were organized as follows: 
1. The goal of the individual step. 
2. The specific explanations and instructions given to the 
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3. The response required from the subject before progressing 
to the next step. 
The teaching sequence utilized with the prefirst graders was 
entitled Teaching Sequence Number One, and consisted of four phases. 
Four phases resulted because a separate picture matrix was developed 
by the investigator in an effort to elicit the maximum usability of 
the Autocom by children who have not yet been exposed to the formal 
teaching of reading or writing while in school. The teaching sequence 
utilized with the third graders was entitled Teaching Sequence Number 
Two, and consisted of three phases. The teaching sequences are in 
Appendix L. 
Separate score sheets were developed by the investigator to 
record the operations accessed by the subjects during testing. Scoring 
consisted of a four-point scale: 
1. Spontaneous access -- the child utilized the operation 
without any assistance from the researcher. 
2. First prompt the child utilized the operation only after 
given a verbal cue, such as "What red square do we point to when we 
want to see the letter printed in the long window?" 
3. Second prompt -- the child utilized the operation only 
after presentation of a verbal cue followed by a gestured cue in which 
the examiner demonstrated to the subject which square(s) to point to, 
to access the operations desired. 
4. No response -- this means either: 
a. It was not necessary to operate the function to perform 
the test, and the subject chose to operate it. 
b. It was necessary to operate the function to perform 
the test, and after presentation of the first and second prompts, the 
subject still did not perform as desired. 
Teaching and Testing Procedures 
In a quiet, individual therapy room at the La Sierra Hearing, 
Speech and Language Center, each subject was taught and tested in 
operation of the grade appropriate teaching sequence. At the end of 
each phase the subject was given a test to determine his/her ability 
to utilize the functions which had been taught to that point. 
The prefirst graders performed four tests. The first three 
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of these were in the form of a five-minute (maximum) period of "story. 
time 11 • Specific instructions were given to the subject to tell the 
investigator one short story, all by him/herself, by pointing to the 
correct squares in the correct sequence on the Autocom, without talking. 
The final test was in the form of a five-minute (maximum) period of 
''sentence time''. Specific instructions were again given to the sub-
jects to tell the investigator one short sentence, by pointing to the 
correct squares in the correct sequence on the Autocom, without talking. 
The third graders performed three tests. The first two tests 
were in the form of a five-minute (maximum) period of "story time11 • 
The same instructions were given to the third graders as were given to 
the prefirst graders. The final test was in the form of a five-minute 
(maximum) period of ''sentence time''. Again, the same instructions 
were given to the third graders as were given to the prefirst graders. 
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The exact instructions given for each test are in Appendix L. During 
the five minutes of testing, the researcher recorded on the score 
sheets the operations accessed by each subject, using the four point 
scale. The score sheets are in Appendix M. 
Chapter 4 
RESULTS 
To determine the ability of the subjects to operate the Autocom 
features, the minimum, mean and maximum chronological ages of the sub-
jects who utilized each feature were determined. The ages were calcu-
lated based on four response types -- spontaneous, first prompt, second 
prompt and no response (Tables l through 10). 
Tables 1 through 4 present the data obtained from the combined 
results of the prefirst and third grade subjects. The minimum and mean 
chronological ages represent the youngest and average ages of the sub-
jects who did operate the features spontaneously or with added prompts. 
The maximum chronological ages represent the oldest subject who did not 
operate the features, either spontaneously or with added prompts. 
The data in Tables through 3 reflect that the prefirst 
graders were taught to use the Autocom with two matrices (picture and 
standard) and therefore when exposed to the second matrix (standard) 
they had the prior practice and familiarity with the basic operational 
features of the Autocom. 
Table 1 shows spontaneous utilization of the features. Twenty-
four of the 25 features were operated spontaneously during testing. 
The minimum and mean ages were calculated for these 24 features. The 
only feature not operated spontaneously by any subject was a control 
square ("s 1 ower"). 
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Although the average prefirst grade subject (6-06) did not 
operate any of the features spontaneously, the youngest prefirst grade 
subject (6-04) operated four of the control squares ("on/off", "bell", 
11print11 and "paper advance") spontaneously. Each of the eight control 
squares (11alarm11 , "display on/off", "program on 11 , "enter level number", 
"backspace", 11clear11 , "printer on/off 11 and "select a square"), the one 
level square ("change base") and six of the communication interaction 
squares ("space", "words from Ll and L2", "words from Ll", "words from 
L2", "spel 1 ing" and 11 te1 l a sentence") could be operated by at least 
one of the prefirst grade subjects (ages 6-04, 6-05 or 6-06). The fol-
lowing four control squares ("memory check", 11 backword 11 , "program off 11 
and "faster") and the one communication interaction square ("a number") 
were utilized spontaneously by third grade subjects only. 
The maximum age represents the oldest subject who did not 
operate each of the 25 features spontaneously. Eight of the 25 features 
were not operated by the oldest research subject (10-03). The eight 
features were seven control squares ("alarm", "print", "paper advance", 
"enter level number", "printer on/off", "memory check" and "slower") 
and one communication interaction square ("a number"). 
Table 2 shows operation of the features by the subjects who 
were given a f i·rst prompt because they did not operate the necessary 
features spontaneously. With the first prompt cue, eighteen of the 
25 features were utilized, by these subjects, during testing. The 
minimum and mean ages were calculated for each of these 18 features. 
The following seven features were not operated by any subject: five 
Table 1 
Chronological Ages of Sp~ntaneous Operation, Using the Standard Matrix 
Ordered by increasing mean age 
No. of children 
Feature M in . ( y r . - mo . ) Mean ( y r . - mo . ) Max. (yr. -mo.) operating feature 
alarm 6-05 7-06 10-03 ;'\ 18/20 
print 6-04 7-07 10-03 ;" 12/20 
paper advance 6-04 7-07 10-03 
'" 
12/20 
change base 6-05 7-08 9-11 '~ 13/20 
on/off 6-04 7-09 9-02 ;': 18/20 
words from Ll and L2 6-05 7-07 9-11 ;'t 13/20 
words from L2 6-05 7-10 9-11 14/20 
display on/off 6-05 8-00 9-02 ;': 15/20 
spelling 6-05 8-01 6-04 ·;'-, 19/20 
program on 6-05 8-02 8-08 ·;'\ 16/20 
enter level number 6-06 8-02 10-03 ·l\ 13/20 
backspace 6-05 8-03 9-11 11 /20 
space 6-05 8-04 6-11 ;': 16/20 w 
0 
clear 6-05 8-05 9-11 ~·: 5/20 
Table 1 (continued) 
Feature Min. (yr. -mo.) Mean (yr. -mo.) Max. (yr.-mo.) No. of children 
operating feature 
printer on/off 6-05 8-05 10-03 ~"' 7/20 
tell sentence 6-06 8-07 9-09 ;'\ 11 /20 
a number 8-09 8-09 10-03 1/20 
be 11 6-04 8-09 9-11 i'\ 4/20 
select square 6-06 8-09 6-11 ;'\ 12/20 
words from L1 6-05 9-01 9-10 7/20 
memory check 9-02 9-05 10-03 ·k 2/20 
backward 9-02 9-06 9-11 5/20 
program off 9-02 9-06 9-04 ;', 7/20 
faster 9-10 10-00 9-11 2/20 
slower --- --- 10-03 0/20 
Minimum and mean age = age of t~e youngest and average subject who operated the feature spontane-
ously. 
Maximum age= age of the oldest subject who did not operate the feature spontaneously. 
* = function which must be operated to perform the test; other functions are optional. 
--- = function which was not operated by any subject during test. 
w 
Tab1e I (continued) 
Total number of subjects participating in study = 20. 
Age range of subjects participating in study= 6-04 to 6-11/9-08 to 10-03. 
Average age of prefirst grade subjects participating in study - 6-06. 
Average age of third grade subjects participating in study= 9-04. 
w 
N 
contra 1 squares (11 backspace11 , 11 s 1 ower11 , "fas ter11 , 11 backword 11 and 
"clear") and two communication interaction squares ("a number" and 
"words from L 111 ) • 
The average prefirst grade subject (6-06) operated three of 
the 18 features after given a first prompt. They consisted of two 
control squares {"space" and "select a square") and one communication 
interaction square ("spelling''). After the first prompt, the youngest 
prefi rst grade subject (6-04) operated two control squares ("display 
on/off" and "printer on/off") and two communication interaction 
squares ("spelling" and "space"). Each of the 12 control squares 
("select a square", "program on", "program off11 , 11 tel l a sentence", 
"memory check", '.'display on/off", "printer on/off", "enter level num-
ber", "alarm", "bel 111 , "paper advance" and "print") and two corrmunica-
tion interact ion squares ("spelling" and "space") were operated by at 
least one prefirst grade subject with a prompt. Age of operation was 
either 6-04, 6-05, or 6-11. The remaining four features were utilized 
by third-grade subjects only: one control square ("on/off"), one 
level square ("change base") and two communication interaction squares 
("words f ram L2 11 and "words from L 1 and L2 11 ). 
The maximum age represents the oldest subject who did not 
operate the features after given the first prompt. The maximum ages 
are based on 20 of the 25 features. Three of the 20 features were not 
operated by the oldest subject in the study (10-03). The three fea-
tures were two control squares ("alarm" and "slower") and one commu-
nication interaction square ("a number"). 
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Tab1e 2 
Chrono1ogica1 Ages of Operation After Given a First Prompt, 
Using the Standard Matrix 
Ordered by increasing mean age 
Feature Min. (yr.-mo.) Mean (yr. -mo.) Max. (yr.-mo.) 
spelling 6-04 6-04 --- '~ 
space 6-04 6-06 --- ";'\ 
select square 6-05 6-06 6-11 ;'\ 
program off 6-05 7-02 6-11 ;'c 
tell sentence 6-05 7-03 6-11 ·k 
memory check 6-05 7-03 9-11 ·l\ 
program on 6-05 7-05 6-11 ·;', 
display on/off 6-04 7-06 9-02 -·~ 
printer on/off 6-04 7-08 --- ;'\ 
enter level number 6-05 7-10 6-11 ,., 
alarm 6-11 8-00 10-03 -;': 
be 11 6-05 8-03 9-11 ;'\, 
No. of children 
operating feature 
1 I l 
4/4 
6/8 
11/13 
7/9 
11/18 
2/4 
4/5 
13/13 
5/7 
2/9 
3/16 
w 
...t:-
Table 2 (continued) 
Feature Min. (yr. -mo.) Mean {yr. -mo.) Max. (yr. -mo.) No. of children 
operating feature 
paper advance 6-05 8-05 --- ;'\ 8/8 
print 6-05 8-08 6-07 i" 718 
on/off 8-08 8-09 --- ;': 2/2 
change base 8-08 9-03 9-10 ;': 2/8 
words from Ll and L2 9-10 9-09 9-04 1'c 2/7 
words from L2 9-11 9-11 9-02 1/6 
backspace --- --- 9-11 0/9 
a number --- --- 10-03 0/19 
slower --- --- 10-03 0/20 
faster --- --- 9-11 0/18 
backward --- --- 9-11 0/15 
clear --- --- 9-11 0/15 
words from Ll --- --- 9-10 0/13 
Minimum and mean age = age of the youngest and average subject who operated the feature after 
w 
\n 
Table 2 (continued) 
given the first prompt. 
Maximum age= age of the oldest subject who did not operate the feature after given the first 
prompt. 
*=function which must be operated to perform the test; other functions are optional. 
--- = function which was not operated by any subject during test. 
Total number of subjects participating in study= 20. 
Age range of subjects participating in study= 6-04 to 6-11/8-08 to 10-03. 
Average age of prefirst grade subjects participating in study= 6-06. 
Average age of third grade subjects participating in study= 9-04. 
VJ 
()"\ 
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Table 3 shows utilization of the features, following a second 
prompt, for those subjects who did not operate the necessary features 
spontaneously or after given a first prompt. With the second prompt 
cue, 11 of the 25 features were then operated during testing. The 
minimum and mean ages were calculated from these 11 features. Fourteen 
of the 25 features were not operated by any subject in the second 
prompt group: 10 control squares ("on/off", "backspace", "slower", 
11 faster", 11 backword11 , "c 1 ea r 11 , "be 11 11 , 11a 1 a rm", 11p r inter on/ of f 11 and 
"paper advance") and four communication interaction squares ("spelling", 
"a number", 11space11 , and "words from Ll 11 ). 
The average prefirst grade subject (6-06) operated eight of 
the 11 features after given a second prompt. They included six control 
squares ("print", "program on", "enter level number", "select a 
square", "te 11 a sentence", and 11p reg ram off") and two communication 
interaction squares ("words from L2" and "words from Ll and L2"). 
After the second prompt, the youngest prefirst grade subject (6-04) 
operated six control squares ("program on", "enter level number", 
"select a square", "tell a sentence•-i, "program off" and "memory 
check"), one level square ("change base") and two communication inter-
action squares ("words from L2" and "words from Ll and L2"). Ten of 
the 11 features were operated by at least one prefirst grade subject 
after given a second pr~mpt: seven control squares ("print", "program 
on", 11ente r 1eve1 number", "se 1 ec t a square", "te 11 a sentence", 11p ro-
gram off" and "memory check"), one 1eve1 square ("change base") and 
two communication interaction squares ("words from L2" and "words from 
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Ll and L2"). Age of utilization was either 6-04 or 6-07. One of the 
control squares ("display on/off") was utilized by third grade sub-
jects only. 
Three of the 13 "maximum" ages were due to lack of feature 
operation by the oldest subject (10-03). They were two control squares 
("slower" and 11alarm11 ) and one communication interaction square (11,a 
number11 ). 
Table 4 shows the third grade subjects• u~ilization of phase 
one features not requiredof the prefirst grade subjects. The first 
three response types (spontaneous, first prompt, second prompt) are 
i 11 ustrated. 
Tables 5 and 6 show no response to the utilization of features. 
11 No response 11 means one of two things -- either (a) it was not neces-
sary to operate the feature to perform the test, and the subject chose 
to not operate it, or (b) it was necessary to operate the function to 
perform the test, and after given the first and second prompts, the 
subjects still did not perform as desired. 
The data from Tables 5 and 6 represent the combined results 
of the prefirst and third grade subjects. The mean and maximum chrono-
logical ages represent the average and oldest subject who did not 
operate the features (no response) . 
As with Tables 1 through 4, Table 5 reflects the prefirst grad-
ers exposure to the picture matrix before the standard matrix. There-
fore when utilizing the standard matrix they had the prior practice 
and familiarity with the basic operational features of the Autocom. 
Table 5 shows the lack of operation of the features by subjects 
Table 3 
Chronological Ages of Operation After Given a Second Prompt, 
Using the Standard Matrix 
Ordered by increasing mean age 
Feature Min. (yr. -mo.) Mean (yr . -mo . ) Max. (yr. -mo.) 
words from Ll and L2 .6-04 6-06 9-04 ·;': 
program on 6-04 6-06 --- ;'-: 
enter level number 6-04 6-06 --- ·;'\ 
select square 6-04 6-06 --- ,., 
tell sentence 6-04 6-06 --- ·k 
program off 6-04 6-06 --- ;'t, 
words from L2 6-04 6-08 9-04 
print 6-07 6-07 --- i'\ 
change base 6-04 7-04 9-04 ·k. 
memory check 6-04 8-05 9-02 ;'\ 
display on/off 9-02 9-02 --- -;': 
on/off --- --- --- ·l\ 
No. of children 
operating feature 
3/5 
2/2 
2/2 
2/2 
2/2 
2/2 
315 
1I1 
4/6 
6/7 
1/1 
0/0 w 
\..!) 
Tab1e 3 (continued) 
Feature Mean {yr.-mo.) Max. (yr . -mo. ) No. of children M i n • ( y r . - mo . ) 
operating feature 
spe 11 i ng -;': 0/0 
backspace 9-11 0/9 
a number 10-03 0/19 
slower 10-03 0/20 
faster 9-11 0/18 
space '~ 0/0 
backward 9-11 0/15 
c 1 ear 9-11 0/15 
be 11 9-11 i'\ 0/13 
alarm 10-03 ;'\ 0/7 
printer on/off ·l: 0/0 
paper advance ·l: 0/0 
words from Ll 9-10 0/13 
Minimum and mean age = age of youngest and average subject who operated the feature after given 
.J:-
0 
Table 3 (continued) 
the second prompt. 
Maximum age= age of oldest subject who did not operate the feature after given the second prompt. 
* = function which must be operated to perform the test; other functions are optional. 
--- = function which was not operated by any subject during test. 
Total number of subjects participating in study = 20. 
Age range of subjects participating in study= 6-04 to 6-11/8-08 to 10-03. 
Average age of prefirst grade subjects participating in study= 6.06. 
Average age of third grade subjects participating in study= 9-04. 
..i::-
TabJe 4 
ChronoJogical Ages of the Third Grade Subjects' Operation 
of Phase One Features 
Ordered by increasing mean age 
Feature Min. {yr.-mo.) Mean {yr. -mo.) Max. (yr.-mo.) 
Spontaneous 
punctuation symbols 
from Ll 8-08 9-03 9-11 
word endings from Ll 8-09 9-04 9-10 
First Prompt 
punctuation symbols 
from L l 9-04 9-04 9-11 
word endings from Ll --- --- 9-10 
Second Prompt 
word endings from Ll --- --- 9-10 
punctuation symbols 
from L 1 --- --- 9-11 
No. of children 
operating feature 
6/10 
7/10 
1/4 
0/3 
0/3 
0/3 
J::-
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Table 4 (continued) 
Minimum and mean age = age of youngest and average subject who operated the feature. 
Maximum age= age of oldest subject who did not operate the feature. 
--- = function which was not operated by any subject during test. 
Total number of subjects participating in study = 10. 
Age range of third grade subjects participating in study= 8-08 to 10-03. 
Average age of third grade subjects participating in study= 9-04. 
-l='" 
w 
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who did not operate the necessary features after given a second prompt. 
Thirteen of the 25 features resulted in a score of "no response 11 by at 
least one subject during testing. The mean and maximum ages were cal-
culated for these 13 features. The following are the 13 features: 
eight control squares ("backspace", "backword", "bell", "faster", 
11clear 11 , "slower", 11alarm11 and "memory check"), one level square 
("change base") and four communication interaction squares ("words 
from Ll", "a number", "words from L2" and "words from Ll and L2"). 
Each of the 13 features was not operated (no response) by at 
least one third grade subject. The oldest subject included in the 
study (10-03) did not operate two control squares ("slower" and 
11alarm11 ) and one communication interaction square ("a number"). 
Table 6 shows the third grade subjects failure to operate (no 
response) two of the phase one features. These two features were not 
required of the prefirst grade subjects. 
The prefirst graders were taught to operate the Autocom fea-
tures using two matrices. The picture matrix was introduced first and 
the standard second. The third graders were taught to operate the 
Autocom features using one matrix -- the standard. All of the features 
taught when using the picture matrix were control squares, except for 
the communication interaction square "space". The number of features 
considered are fewer because the number taught to the-prefirst graders 
using the picture matrix was limited. 
Tables 7 through 10 represent the initial efforts of the pre-
fi rst and third graders to operate the features. Therefore, the mini-
mum, mean and maximum ages were obtained from the data of the combined 
Table 5 
Chronological Ages of the Subjects Who Did Not Operate the Features, 
Using the Standard Matrix 
Ordered by increasing mean age 
Feature Mean ( y r . - mo . ) Max. (yr. -mo.) No. of children 
not operating feature 
words from L1 7-04 9-10 13/13 
backward 7-05 9-11 15/15 
backspace 7-06 9-11 9/9 
bell 7-07 9-11 ·;'\ 13/13 
faster 7-08 9-11 18/18 
clear 7-08 9-11 15/15 
a number 8-10 10-03 19/19 
slower 8-00 10-03 20/20 
alarm 8-06 10-03 ;'\ 717 
memory check 9-02 9-02 ·l\ 1 I l 
words from L2 9-03 9-04 2/2 
change base 9-03 9-04 i'\ 2/2 
-'=" 
\J1 
Table 5 (continued) 
Feature Mean (yr. -mo.) Max. {yr.-mo.) No. of children 
not operating feature 
words from Ll and L2 9-03 9-04 ·l: 2/2 
on/off --- --- -;': 0/0 
display on/off --- --- <>;': 0/0 
spelling --- --- ;': 0/0 
space --- --- 1': 0/0 
printer on/off --- --- i': 0/0 
print --- --- ·;': 0/0 
paper advance --- --- ;': 0/0 
program on --- --- ·lt. 0/0 
enter level number --- --- ;': 0/0 
select square --- --- ·l\ 0/0 
te 11 sentence --- --- ;': 0/0 
program off --- --- ·k 0/0 
Mean and maximum age= age of average and oldest subject who did not operate a feature (no 
,J::-
~ 
TabJe 5 (continued) 
response). 
* = function which must be operated to perform the test; other functions are optional. 
--- = function which was not operated by any subject during test. 
Total number of subjects participating in study = 20. 
Age range of subjects participating in study= 6-04 to 6-11/ 8-08 to 10-03. 
Average age of prefirst grade subjects participating in study= 6-06. 
Average age of third grade subjects participating in study= 9-04. 
..t:-
.......... 
Table 6 
Chronological Ages of the Third Grade Subjects Who Did Not 
Operate the Phase One Features 
Ordered by increasing mean age 
Feature 
word endings from Ll 
punctuation symbols 
from L 1 
Mean (yr.-mo.) 
9-04 
9-07 
Max . ( y r . - mo . ) No. of children 
not operating feature 
9-10 313 
9-11 313 
Mean and maximum age= age of the average and oldest subject who did not operate a feature 
(no response). 
Total number of subjects participating in study = 10. 
Age range of third grade subjects participating in study= 8-08 to 10-03. 
Average age of third grade subjects participating in study= 9-04. 
...i::--
co 
efforts of the prefirst grader's first attempt to operate the Autocom 
using the picture matrix and the third grader's first attempt to 
operate the Autocom using the standard matrix. 
With Tables 7 through 9, the minimum and mean chronological 
ages represent the youngest and average subjects who operated the 
features either spontaneously or with added prompts. The maximum 
chronological ages represent the oldest subject who did not operate 
the features either spontaneously or with added prompts. 
Table 7 shows spontaneous utilization of features. Eleven of 
the 12 features were operated spontaneously during testing. The 
minimum and mean ages were calculated for these 11 features. The only 
feature not operated spontaneously by any subject was ''slower''. 
The average prefirst grade subject (6-06) did not operate any 
of the features spontaneously. The youngest prefi rst grade subject 
(6-04) operated two of the features ("alarm" and "on/off") spontane-
ously. Eight of the 11 features were utilized by at least one pre-
first grade subject. The features were: 11alarm11 , "print", "paper 
advance", "on/off", "printer on/off'', "display on/off", "spacer" and 
"bel 1". Age of utilization was either 6-04, 6-05 or 6-06. The fol-
lowing three features were utilized spontaneously by third grade sub-
jects only: 11backword", "clear" and "faster". 
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The maximum age represents the oldest subject who did not 
operate each of the 12 features spontaneously. Five of the 12 features 
were not operated by the oldest research subject (10-03): "alarm", 
"print", "paper advance", "printer on/off" and "slower". 
Table 7 
Chronological Ages of Spontaneous Operation, Using 
the Standard and Picture Matrix 
Ordered by increasing mean age 
Feature Min. (yr. -mo.) Mean (yr.-mo.) Max. (yr . - mo . ) 
alarm= man blowing whistle 6-04 7-08 10-03 ;'~ 
print = animal printing 6-05 7-08 10-03 -;'\ 
paper advance = newspaper 6-05 7-08 10-03 ,., 
printer on/off= pencil 6-06 8-00 10-03 ,., 
display on/off= flashlight 6-05 8-04 9-02 ;': 
spacer= dog sleeping 6-05 8-05 6-11 ·k 
bell =animal blowing whistle 6-05 8-05 9-11 ,., 
on/off= three lightbulbs 6-04 8-10 9-02 i'c 
backward= policedog pointing 9-02 9-06 9-11 
clear = trashcan 9-04 9-08 9-11 
faster= animal down slide 9-10 10-00 9-11 
slower= turtle --- --- 10-03 
No. of children 
operating feature 
9/20 
11 /20 
11 /20 
9/20 
12/20 
15/20 
5/20 
16/20 
5/20 
3/20 
2/20 
0/20 
V1 
0 
Tab1e 7 (continued) 
Minimum and mean age= age of youngest and average subject who operated the feature spontaneously. 
Maximum age= age of oldest subject who did not operate the feature spontaneously. 
* = function which must be operated to perform the test; other functions are optional. 
--- = function which was not operated by any subject during test. 
Total number of subjects participating in study= 20. 
Age range of subjects participating in study= 6-04 to 6-11/ 8-08 to 10-03. 
Average age of prefirst grade subjects participating in study= 6-06. 
Average age of third grade subjects participating in study= 9-04. 
V1 
Table 8 shows operation of the features by the subjects who 
did not operate the necessary features spontaneously, and were there-
fore given a first prompt. Nine of the 12 features were operated 
after the subject was given a first prompt. The minimum and mean 
ages were calculated for these nine features. The following three 
features were not operated by any subject following the first prompt: 
11s lower", 11faster 11 and 11backword 11 • 
The average prefirst grade subject (6-06) operated two of the 
nine features after given a first prompt: 11space 11 and 11clear 11 • After 
the first prompt, the youngest prefirst grade subject (6-04) operated 
five features: "space", "display on/off", "printer on/off", "paper 
advance 11 and "print". Each of the nine features was operated by at 
least one prefirst grade subject after given a first promp~ (age of 
utilization was either 6-04, 6-05, 6-06, 6-07 or 6-11). 
The maximum age represents the oldest subject who did not 
operate each of the 12 features after given the first prompt. Two of 
the 12 features were not operated by the oldest subject included in 
the study (10-03): "alarm" and "slower". 
Table 9 shows utilization of the features by the subjects who 
were given a second prompt because they did not operate the necessary 
features spontaneously or after given a first prompt. During testing, 
four of the 12 features were operated after a second prompt was given. 
The minimum and mean ages were calculated for these four features. 
Eight of the 12 features were not operated by any subject following 
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the second prompt: "on/off", "spacer", "slower", 11faster 11 , "backward", 
Table 8 
Chrono1ogica1 Age of Operation After Given a First Prompt, 
Using the Standard and Picture Matrix 
Ordered by Increasing Mean Age 
Feature Min. (yr.-mo.) Mean (yr. -mo.) Max. (yr.-mo.) 
spacer = dog sleeping 6-04 6-06 --- ·l\ 
clear = trashcan 6-11 6-11 9-11 
display on/off= flashlight 6-04 7-04 9-02 ;'\ 
alarm= man blowing whistle 6-05 7-05 10-03 ·l: 
on/off= three lightbulbs 6-06 7-07 --- i~ 
printer on/off= pencil 6-04 8-01 6-05 ·l: 
bell =animal blowing whistle 6-07 8-03 9-11 ,., 
paper advance = newspaper 6-04 8-05 6-05 ;'c 
print = animal printing 6-04 8-07 6-05 ·k 
slower = turtle --- --- 10-03 
faster= animal down slide --- --- 9-11 
backward= policedog pointing --- --- 9-11 
No. of children 
operating feature 
515 
1/17 
518 
3/11 
4/4 
10/ 11 
3/15 
8/9 
7/9 
0/20 
0/18 
0/15 \J1 
w 
Table 8 (continued) 
Minimum and mean age = age of the youngest and average subject who operated the feature after 
given the first prompt. 
Maximum age= age of the oldest subject who did not operate the feature after given the first 
prompt. 
*=function which must be operated to perform the test. Other functions are optional. 
--- = function which was not operated by any subject during test. 
Total number of subjects participating in study = 20. 
Age range of subjects participating in study= 6-04 to 6-11/ 8-08 to 10-03. 
Average age of prefirst grade subjects participating in study= 6-06. 
Average age of third grade subjects participating in study= 9-04. 
V1 
,J::-
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11cJear11 , 11 bel l 11 and 11alarm11 • 
The average prefirst grade subject (6-06) operated three of 
the four features after given a second prompt. They included: 
"printer on/off", 11paper advance 11 and 11print 11 • After the second 
prompt, the youngest prefirst grade subject (6-04) did not operate 
any of the features. All four features were operated by at least one 
prefirst grade subject after given a second prompt. The minimum age 
of utilization was 6-05. 
Two of the six maximum ages were the responses of the oldest 
subject included in the study (10-03). The two features were 11slower 11 
and 11alarm11 • 
Table 10 shows lack of utilization of the features by sub-
jects who did not operate the necessary features after given a second 
prompt. Six of the 12 features res u 1 ted in a score of "no res ponse 11 
by at least one subject during testing. The mean and maximum ages 
were calculated for these six features: 11 backword 11 , 11 bell 11 , 11clear11 , 
"slower", 11alarm11 and "faster". 
Each of the six features was not operated (no response) by at 
least one third grade subject. The oldest subject included in the 
study (10-03} did not operate two of the features: 11slower11 and 11alarm11 • 
Tables 11 and 12 show the number of prefirst and third grade 
subjects who applied the response types (spontaneous, first prompt, 
second prompt and no response) when operating every feature of the 
standard matrix. 
Table 13 shows the number of prefirst grade subjects who 
Table 9 
Chronological Ages of Operation After Given a Second Prompt, 
Using the Standard and Picture Matrix 
Ordered by increasing mean age 
Feature Min. (yr.-mo.) Mean (yr. -mo.) Max. (yr.mo.) 
printer on/off= pencil 6-05 6-05 --- -;'c 
paper advance = newspaper 6-05 6-05 --- ,., 
print =animal printing 6-05 6-07 --- ·l~ 
display on/off= flashlight 6-05 7-04 --- ·le 
on/off= three lightbulbs --- --- --- 1'c 
spacer = dog sleeping --- --- --- i'\ 
slower = turtle --- --- 10/03 
faster= animal down slide --- --- 9-11 
backward= policedog pointing --- --- 9-11 
clear = trashcan --- --- 9-11 
bell =animal blowing whistle --- --- 9-11 ·k 
alarm= man blowing whistle --- --- 10/03 ·le 
No. of children 
operating feature 
1/1 
1/1 
2/2 
3/3 
0/0 
0/0 
0/20 
0/18 
0/15 
0/16 
0/12 
0/8 \.n ~ 
Table 9 (continued) 
Minimum and mean age = age of youngest and average subject who operated the feature after given 
the second prompt. 
Maximum age = age of oldest subject who did not operate the feature after given the second prompt. 
* = function which must be operated to perform the test; other functions are optional. 
--- =function which was not operated by any subject during test. 
Total number of subjects participating in study = 20. 
Age range of subjects participating in study= 6-04 to 6-11/ 8-08 to 10-03. 
Average age of prefirst grade subjects participating in study= 6-06. 
Average age of third grade subjects participating in study= 9-04. 
V1 
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Table 10 
Chronological Ages of the Subjects Who Did Not Operate the Features, 
Using the Standard and Picture Matrix 
Ordered by increasing mean age 
Feature 
backward= policedog pointing 
bell =animal blowing whistle 
clear = trashcan 
faster c animal down slide 
slower= turtle 
alarm = man blowing whistle 
on/off= three 1ightbulbs 
display on/off= flashlight 
spacer = dog sleeping 
printer on/off= pencil 
print =animal printing 
paper advance = newspaper 
Mean (yr. -mo.) 
7-05 
7-07 
7-07 
7-08 
8-00 
8-04 
Max. (yr. -mo.) 
9-11 
9-11 
9-11 
9-11 
10-03 
10-03 
·le 
;': 
-;': 
;'c 
-Jc 
·le 
·k 
i~ 
No. of children 
not operating feature 
15/15 
12/12 
16/16 
18/18 
20/20 
8/8 
0/0 
0/0 
0/0 
0/0 
0/0 
0/0 V1 
CX> 
Table 10 (continued) 
Mean and maximum age= age of average and oldest subject who did not operate a feature (no 
response). 
*=function which must be operated to perform the test; other functions are optional. 
--- = function which was not operated by any subject during test. 
Total number of subjects participating in study= 20. 
Age range of subjects participating in study= 6-04 to 6-11/ 8-08 to 10-03. 
Average age of prefirst grade subjects participating in study= 6-06. 
Average age of third grade subjects participating in study= 9-04. 
\.n 
\.0 
Table II 
Number of Prefirst Grade Subjects Who Operated Each Feature 
Using the Standard Matrix, Based on Each Response Type 
#1 =spontaneous operation, #2 =first prompt, #3 =second prompt, #4 =no response 
Feature #1 #2 #3 #4 Total Necessity 
on/off 10 0 0 0 10 ;', 
display on/off 8 2 0 0 10 ·le 
spelling 9 l 0 0 10 ;', 
backspace 4 0 0 6 10 
a number 0 0 0 10 10 
slower 0 0 0 10 10 
faster 0 0 0 10 10 
space 6 4 0 0 10 ;'~ 
backward 0 0 0 10 10 
clear 2 0 0 8 10 
be 11 1 1 0 8 10 ·k 
alarm 7 l 0 2 10 ;~ 
printer on/off 4 5 1 0 10 ·'-" 
°' 0 
Table 11 (continued) 
Feature #1 #2 #3 #4 Total Necessity 
print 7 2 1 0 10 ;'\ 
paper advance 7 3 0 0 10 ;': 
words from L1 1 0 0 9 10 
words from L2 7 0 3 0 10 
change base 7 0 3 0 10 ·;'\ 
words from Ll and L2 7 0 3 0 10 i': 
program on 7 1 2 0 10 i'\ 
enter level number 5 3 2 0 10 -;'( 
select square 2 6 2 0 10 ;', 
tell sentence 3 5 2 0 10 ;', 
program off 0 8 2 0 10 ·k 
memory check 0 8 2 0 10 i'\ 
(J'\ 
Table 12 
Number of Third Grade Subjects Who Operated Each Feature Using 
the Standard Matrix, Based on Each Response Type 
#1 =spontaneous operation, #2 =first prompt, #3 =second prompt, #4 =no response 
Feature #1 #2 #3 #4 Total Necessity 
on/off 8 2 0 0 10 ·;'\ 
display on/off 7 2 1 0 10 ·;'~ 
spelling 10 0 0 0 10 ·k 
backspace 7 0 0 3 10 
a number 1 0 0 9 10 
slower 0 0 0 10 10 
faster 2 0 0 8 10 
space 10 0 0 0 10 ·l\ 
backward 5 0 0 5 10 
clear 3 0 0 7 10 
be 11 3 2 0 5 10 '";~ 
alarm 4 1 0 5 10 '";'\ 
printer on/off 5 5 0 0 10 ;'' °' N 
Feature #1 
print 5 
paper advance 5 
words from Ll 6 
words from L2 7 
change base 5 
words from Ll and L2 6 
program on 9 
enter level number 8 
select square 10 
tel l sentence 8 
program off 7 
memory check 2 
Table 12 (continued) 
#2 #3 
5 0 
5 0 
0 0 
1 0 
2 1 
2 0 
1 0 
2 0 
0 0 
2 0 
3 0 
3 4 
#4 Total 
0 10 
0 10 
4 10 
2 10 
2 10 
2 10 
0 10 
0 10 
0 10 
0 10 
0 10 
l 10 
Necessity 
;': 
·;'-; 
·;': 
;': 
·k 
·;': 
;': 
;'\ 
·l~ 
;': 
O' 
w 
Table 13 
A Comparison of the Number of Prefirst Grade Subjects Who Operated Each 
Feature Using First the Standard Matrix and Second the 
Picture Matrix, Based on Each Response Type 
#1 =spontaneous access, #2 =first prompt, #3 =second prorrpt,#4 =no response 
P i ct u re Ma t r i x Standard Matrix 
Feature #1 #2 #3 #4 Total Necessity #1 #2 ' #3 #4 Total 
on/off= three lightbulbs 8 2 0 0 10 ·l, 10 0 0 0 10 
display on/off= flashlight 5 3 2 0 10 ,,, 8 2 0 0 10 
spacer = dog sleeping 5 5 0 0 10 1': 6 4 0 0 10 
slower = turtle 0 0 0 1 10 0 0 0 1 10 
faster= animal downslide 0 0 0 1 10 0 0 0 1 10 
backward= policedog pointing 0 0 0 1 10 0 0 0 1 10 
clear = trashcan 0 1 0 9 10 2 0 0 8 10 
bell= animal blowing horn 2 1 0 7 10 i~ 1 1 0 8 10 
alarm= man blowing whistle 5 2 0 3 10 ·;': 7 l 0 2 10 
printer on/off= pencil 4 5 l 0 10 ,., 4 5 1 0 10 
print = animal printing 6 2 2 0 10 ,., 7 2 1 0 10 
paper advance = newspaper 6 3 1 0 10 ;': 7 3 0 0 10 
Necessity 
1': 
·l: 
-;': 
,·~ 
·;', 
·;': 
,., 
·k. (i'\ 
.+:-
used the response types (spontaneous, first prompt, second prompt 
and no response) as their method of operating each feature of first 
the picture matrix and second the standard matrix. 
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Chapter 5 
DISCUSSION 
The present study was designed to outline the Autocom features 
and determine the ability of prefirst and third grade subjects to 
operate the features for functional communication. The population was 
comprised of 20 physically and intellectually normal children--10 pre-
first and 10 third grade. The subjects were met with individually at 
the La Sierra Hearing, Speech and Language Center for one or two ses-
sions, for approximately 45 to 60 minutes per session. 
Using teaching sequences developed by the investigator, the 
subjects were taught to operate each feature of the Autocom. At spe-
cific intervals during teaching, tests were administered to the sub-
jects to determine their ability to operate the features. The investi-
gator scored the operations utilized by the subjects during testing 
based on a four-point scale: spontaneous, first prompt, second prompt 
and no response. 
Utilization of standard matrix. The discussion that follows reflects 
the results obtained when using the standard matrix only. Therefore, 
it was the second attempt of the prefirst graders and the first attempt 
of the third graders to operate the Autocom features. 
The present study revealed that the average child of six years 
six months should not be expected to utilize any of the features span-
hf • II 11• II II II dll 1 t taneously, but should use t e unctions spe 1ng , space an se ec 
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S II f • f • a quare a ter given a 1 rst prompt, and the functions 11words from 
Ll and L2 11 , 11 program on 11 , 11program off11 , 11enter level number 11 , 11select 
a square11 and "tell a sentence11 with a second prompt. 
The average child of nine years four months should apply all 
of the features except "memory check11 , 11 backword 11 , 11program·off11 , 
11 faster11 , 11slower11 , 11words from Ll and L2 11 and 11words from L2 11 when 
operating the Autocom spontaneously. When provided with a first 
prompt, all of the features excluding 11words from Ll and L2 11 and 
"words from L2 11 would likely be operated; and with a second prompt 
all of the operations should be utilized. 
A child as young as six years four months may operate the 
Autocom features 11on/off11 , 11 print 11 , 11 paper advance11 and 11 bell 11 spon-
taneously, 11spelling 11 , "space", 11display on/off" and "printer on/off 11 
after given a first prompt and 11words from Ll and L2 11 , 11words from L2 11 , 
11 program on", 11 program off", ••enter level number11 , "select a square", 
11 te 11 a sentence", "change base 11 and 11memory check11 after given a 
second prompt. 
Children up to six years 11 months of age may choose to never 
operate the "slower 11 , "faster", 11 backword11 and 11 number11 features. 
Children up to 10 years three months will not likely make use of the 
11slower11 feature. The fact that these features were never operated 
by the subjects included in the study indicates that usage was not 
necessary for functional communication. 
A child as old as ten years three months may not employ the 
following features spontaneously: 11alarm11 , 11 print 11 , 11paper advance11 , 
"enter level number", "printer on/off", "a number", "memory check" 
and 11slower 11 ; but probably will begin to use the features "print", 
"paper advance", "enter level number", 11printer on/off" and "memory 
check" after given a first prompt. 
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Util·ization of standard and picture matrices. The discussion below 
is based upon the data obtained when using the picture and standard 
matrices. Therefore, it was the first attempt of both the prefirst 
and third grade subjects to learn to utilize the Autocom features. 
The number of features considered are fewer because the number taught 
to the prefirst graders when using the picture matrix was limited. 
The present investigation showed that the average child of six 
years six months probably will not utilize any feature spontaneously, 
but should operate the "space" feature after given a first prompt and 
the "printer on/off" and ''paper advance" features with a second prompt. 
The average child of nine years four months will likely apply all of 
the features except 11 backwo rd", 11 c lea r", "fas te r 11 and 11s 1 owe r 11 when 
operating the Autocom spontaneously. All of the features should be 
put into operation by a child of this average age, after given a second 
prompt. 
A child as young as six years four months operated the features 
"alarm" and 11on/off11 spontaneously. The features "spacer", "display 
on/off 11 , 11printer on/off", "paper advance" and "print" were utilized 
when given a first prompt. 
A child as old as ten years three months will probably not use 
the following features spontaneously: "alarm", "print", "paper 
advance", "printer on/off" and 11slower11 • A child as old as this may 
choose to never employ the features "alarm" and 11slower 11 • 
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As with the standard matrix, when using a picture matrix to 
teach Autocom usage, children up to six years eleven months may not 
access the "slower", 11faster 11 and 11 backword 11 features. Also, if the 
subject is taught to operate the Autocom with a picture matrix before 
the standard matrix, it is likely that his/her spontaneous usage will 
improve in nearly every instance. 
Summary and conclusion. These findings do not support the null hypo-
theses proposed for this investigation; thus, it is possible to objec-
tively determine the features of the Autocom for which a prefirst and 
third grade child should be expected to demonstrate mastery. The 
above was shown by using grade appropriate teaching sequences which 
incorporated the individual operational features of the Autocom, and 
recording the responses of the subjects during specified tests requir-
ing Autocom usage. 
Recommendations for Further Study 
A summary of research recommendations based on the findings of 
this study is given below: 
1. Expand, modify and revise the teaching sequences until 
they can be demonstrated as a reliable measure of determining the 
ability of designated subjects to operate the features of the Autocom. 
2. Replicate the study with first and second grade subjects. 
3. Replicate the study with subjects younger than prefirst 
graders. 
4. Replicate the study with severely physically handicapped 
subjects. 
5. Expand, modify and research the skills necessary to 
operate the Autocom features. 
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APPENDIX A 
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP: 
PREFIRST GRADE LEVEL 
Subject Number Sex ·Age (yr/mo) 
F 6/11 
4 F 6/6 
5 M 6/4 
6 M 6/ 11 
7 F 6/7 
8 F 617 
12 F 6/5 
18 M 6/8 
19 F 616 
20 F 6/5 
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APPENDIX_ B 
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP: 
THIRD GRADE LEVEL 
Subject Number Sex Age (yr/mo) 
2 M 9/11 
3 M 9/4 
9 F 8/9 
10 M 10/3 
l l M 9/2 
13 F 9/9 
14 F 9/4 
15 F 8/8 
16 F 9/10 
17 M 9/2 
PREFIRST GRADERS 
RANGES AND MEANS OF: 
APPENDIX C 
l. TIME TAKEN TO TEACH THE ENTIRE SEQUENCE 
a) The range of time taken to teach the entire sequence= 64 
minutes to 75 minutes. 
b) The mean time taken to teach the entire sequence= 69 
minutes (l hour 9 minutes). 
2. AGES OF SUBJECTS 
a) The range of ages of the subjects participating in the study = 
6 years 4 months to 6 years 11 months. 
b) The mean age of the subjects participating in the study= 
6 years 6 months. 
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APPENDIX D 
THIRD GRADERS 
RANGES AND MEANS OF: 
l. TIME TAKEN TO TEACH THE ENTIRE SEQUENCE 
a) The range of time taken to teach the entire sequence= 
45 minutes to 65 minutes. 
b) The mean time taken to teach the entire sequence= 57.5 (58) 
minutes. 
2. AGES OF SUBJECTS 
a) The range of ages of subjects participating in the study= 
8 years 8 months to 10 years 3 months. 
b) The mean age of the subjects participating in the study -
9 years 4 months. 
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APPENDIX E 
Raw Data 
Subject Number and Ages 
Operation 1 (6.11) 4(6.6) 5(6.4) 6(6.11) 7(6. 7) 8(6. 7) 12(6.S) 18(6.8) 19(6.6) 20(6.S) 
TEACHING SEQUENCE NUMBER ONE, PHASE ONE: PREFIRST GRADERS 
on/off=three lightbulbs 1 2 1 1 1 2 
display on/off=flash- 1 1 2 1 2 3 3 1 2 1 i ght 
pictures 2 1 1 l l 2 1 1 l 2 
spacer=dog sleeping 2 1 2 2 1 2 l 1 1 2 
slower=turtle 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
faster=animal down 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
s 1 i de 
backword=policedog 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 pointing 
clear=trashcan 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 
bell=animal blowing l 4 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 horn 
alarm=man blowing 4 1 1 2 1 4 2 l l 4 00 
whistle 0 
Raw Data (continued) 
Subject Number and Ages 
Operation 1(6.11) 4(6.6) 5(6.4) 6(6.ll) 7(6.7) 8(6.7) 12(6.5) 18(6.8) 19(6.6) 20(6.5) 
printer on/off=pencil 2 l 2 2 1 2 3 1 1 2 
print=animal printing 1 1 2 3 1 2 3 
paper advance=newspaper l 1 2 2 1 2 3 
TEACHING SEQUENCE NUMBER ONE, PHASE TWO, THREE, AND FOUR: PREFIRST GRADERS 
on/off 
display on/off l 1 2 1 l 2 
spe 11 i ng 1 l 2 
backspace 4 4 4 4 l l l 4 1 4 
a number 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
slower 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
faster 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
space I I 2 2 2 1 l l 2 
backward 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
clear 4 4 4 4 4 l l 4 4 4 00 
Raw Data (continued) 
Subject Number and Ages 
Operation 1(6.11) 4(6.6) 5(6.4) 6(6.11) 7(6.7) 8(6.7) 12(6.5) 18(6.8) 19(6.6) 20(6.5) 
be 11 4 4 l 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 
alarm 1 1 4 2 1 1 4 
printer on/off 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 
print 1 l 1 2 1 3 2 
paper advance 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 
words from Ll 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 4 4 4 
words from L2 l 1 3 3 1 1 3 
change base 1 l 3 3 l 1 3 
words from Ll and L2 l 1 3 3 l 1 3 
program on/off 1 1 3 3 1 1 2 
enter level number 2 1 3 3 1 1 2 1 1 2 
select square 2 1 3 3 2 2 2 1 2 2 
tell story 2 l 3 3 l 2 2 l 2 2 
program on/off 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 
CX> 
N 
memory check 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Raw Data (continued) 
Subject Number and Ages 
Operation 2(9.11) 3(9.4) 9(8.9) 10(10.3) 11(9.2) 13(9.9) 14(9.4) 15(8.8) 16(9.10) 17(9.2) 
TEACHING SEQUENCE NUMBER TWO: THIRD GRADE 
on/off 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 
display on/off 1 1 2 1 l 1 l 2 1 3 
spelling 
backspace 4 l l 1 1 1 1 4 4 
a number 4 4 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
slower 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
faster 4 4 4 1 4 4 4 4 1 4 
space 
backward 4 1 4 1 4 1 1 4 4 
clear 4 4 4 1 4 l 1 4 4 4 
be 11 4 4 4 1 1 2 4 2 1 4 
alarm l 1 1 4 4 4 l 4 4 2 
printer on/off 2 2 l 2 2 1 2 
CX> 
w 
Raw Data (continued) 
Subject Number and Ages 
Operation 2(9. 11) 3(9.4) 9(8.9) 10(10.3) 11(9.2) 13(9.9) 14(9.4) 15(8.8) 16(9.10) 17(9.2) 
print 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 
paper advance 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 
words from L 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 4 4 
word endings from Ll 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 4 4 
punctuation symbols 4 2 1 1 1 1 4 1 4 
words from L2 2 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 4 
change base 2 1 1 1 1 1 4 2 3 4 
words from Ll and L2 2 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 2 4 
program on/off 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 
enter level number 1 1 1 2 1 2 
select square 
te 11 story 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 
program on/off 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 
memory check 3 3 3 2 1 3 2 2 1 4 
co 
..i::-
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APPENDIX F 
Dear 
As a graduate student in communication disorders (speech 
pathology), at Loma Linda University, I am conducting a study in which 
I will analyze the normal child's ability to operate a computerized 
communication board. This instrument is becoming popular in our 
field as a means of nonvocal communication for children who are unable 
to speak or write due to physical disabilities. It consists of numer-
ous squares--within these squares are printed messages. To effectively 
help the handicapped child operate this instrument we must first 
understand how well the normal child is able to operate it. 
Each child will be taught to operate the instrument indi-
vidually. will be doing the teaching after school, on the La Sierra 
campus of Loma Linda University. I will work with each child a mini-
mum of one time (40 minutes) and a maximum of three times (2 hours). 
As mentioned in the consent form, the risks are minimal and no dif-
ferent from the risks encountered when using a low current, battery 
operated, electrical game or toy. 
Together, his teacher, Mrs. Mallory, and I have selected your 
child as a possible candidate for the study because he is obtaining 
evaluations of satisfactory or better in all academic subjects, and 
in effort while participating in school activities. 
am asking that you provide me with permission for your child 
to participate in the study. Because this instrument is similar to 
the numerous computerized toys on the market, I'm sure your child will 
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find this to be an enjoyable play activity. I will be contacting you 
by phone to explain the study in greater detail, answer any questions, 
and receive your answer. 
Thank you very much. Your child's participation would be 
greatly appreciated. 
Sincerely yours 
705 West 01 ive 
Corona, CA 91720 
737-6584 . 
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Dear 
As a graduate student in communication disorders (speech 
pathology), at Loma Linda University, I am conducting a study in which 
I will analyze the normal child's ability to operate a computerized 
communication board. This instrument is becoming popular in our 
field as a means of nonvocal communication for children who are unable 
to speak or write due to physical disabilities. It consists of 
numerous squares--within these squares are printed messages. The 
handicapped child can communicate by pointing to the desired squares. 
To effectively help the handicapped child operate this instrument, we 
must first understand how well the normal child is able to operate it. 
Each child will be taught to operate the instrument individu-
ally. I will be doing the teaching after school, on the La Sierra 
campus of Loma Linda University. will work with each child a minimum 
of one time (40 minutes) and a maximum of three times (2 hours). As 
mentioned in the consent form, the risks are minimal and no different 
from the risks encountered when using a low current, battery operated, 
electrical game or toy. 
Together, his teacher, Mrs. Lewis, and I have selected your 
child as a possible candidate for the study because he is obtaining 
evaluations of satisfactory or better in all academic subjects, and 
in effort while participating in school activities. 
am asking that you provide me with permission for your child 
to participate in the study. Because this instrument is similar to 
the numerous computerized toys on the market, I'm sure your child will 
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find ~his to be an enjoyable play activity. I will be contacting you 
by phone to explain the study in greater detail, answer any questions, 
and receive your answer. 
Thank you very much. Your child's participation would be 
greatly appreciated. 
Sincerely yours, 
705 West Olive 
Corona, CA 91720 
737-6584 
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As a graduate student in communication disorders (speech 
pathology), at Loma Linda University, I am conducting a study in which 
I will analyze the normal child's ability to operate a computerized 
communication board. This instrument is becoming popular in.our 
field as a means of nonvocal communication for children who are unable 
to speak or write due to physical disabilities. It consists of numer-
ous squares--within these squares are printed messages. To effectively 
help the handicapped child operate this instrument, we must first 
understand how well the normal child is able to operate it. 
Each child will be taught to operate the instrument indi-
vidually. will be doing the teaching after school, on the La Sierra 
campus of Loma Linda University. I will work with each child a mini-
mum of one time (40 minutes) and a maximum of three times (2 hours). 
As mentioned in the consent form, the risks are minimal and no dif-
ferent from the risks encountered when using a low current, battery 
operated, electrical game or toy. 
Together, her teacher, Mrs. Mallory, and I have selected your 
child as a possible candidate for the study because she is obtaining 
evaluations of satisfactory or better in all academic subjects, and 
in effort while participating in school activities. 
am asking that you provide me with permission for your child 
to participate in the study. Because this instrument is similar to 
the numerous computerized toys on the market, I'm sure your child will 
find this to be an enjoyable play activity. I will be contacting you 
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by phone to explain the study in greater detail, answer any questions, 
and receive your answer. 
Thank you very much. Your child's participation would be 
greatly appreciated. 
Sincerely yours, 
70 5 West 0 1 i ve 
Corona, CA 91720 
737-6584 
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Dear 
As a graduate student in communication disorders (speech 
pathology), at Loma Linda University, I am conducting a study in which 
I will analyze the normal child's ability to operate a computerized 
communication board. This instrument is becoming popular in our field 
as a means of nonvocal communication for children who are unable to 
speak or write due to physical disabilities. It consists of numerous 
squares--within these squares are printed messages. To effectively 
help the handicapped child operate this instrument we must first 
understand how well the normal child is able to operate it. 
Each child will be taught to operate the instrument individu-
a 1 1 y • I w i 1 1 be do i n g the teach i n g a ft e r sch oo 1 , on the La S i err a 
campus of Loma Linda University. will work with each child a mini-
mum of one time (40 minutes) and a maximum of three times (2 hours). 
As mentioned in the consent form, the risks are minimal and no dif-
ferent from the risks encountered when using a low current, battery 
operated, electrical game or toy. 
Together, her teacher, Mrs. Lewis, and I have selected your 
child as a possible candidate for the study because she is obtaining 
evaluations of satisfactory or better in all academic subjects, and 
in effort while participating in school activities. 
am asking that you provide me with permission for your 
child to participate in the study. Because this instrument is simi-
lar to the numerous computerized toys on the market, I'm sure your 
child will find this to be an enjoyable play activity. I will be 
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contacting you by phone to explain the study in greater detail, answer 
any questions, and receive your answer. 
Thank you very much. Your child's participation would be 
greatly appreciated. 
Sincerely yours, 
705 West 01 ive 
Corona, CA 91720 
737-6584 
APPENDIX G 
CONSENT FORM 
AN AGE RELATED FEATURE ANALYSIS OF THE AUTOCOM 
by 
Nancy Jo Blair 
I have been told that the development of alternative forms of 
communication for individuals who are severely physically handicapped 
has become an important emphasis in the field of speech-language 
pathology. The purpose of this research is to study one such alter-
native communication form, the 11Autocom11 • My child is being asked 
to participate in order to determine the performance standards of 
intellectually and physically normal individuals. The results will 
then be applied to physically handicapped individuals. 
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I have been told that the Autocom is a communication board 
consisting of numerous squares. Within these squares are printed pic-
tures, letters, words, or word combinations. The individual communi-
cates by pointing to the desired squares. 
My child will be taught to operate the Autocom, and his/her 
ability to operate it will be noted. 
I have been told that the risks involved in this study are 
minimal and no different from risks encountered when using a low cur-
rent, battery operated, electrical game or toy. 
The potential benefit of the study is to allow for continued 
research in the area of communication for the· physically handicapped. 
Expanding our knowledge increases the possibility of normal mental, 
social, and emotional development among the physically handicapped 
population. 
I have been told that my child's participation in this study 
is voluntary and he/she may leave the study at any time uncondition-
ally. 
I have been told that refusal to participate in this study 
will involve no penalties or loss of benefits, to which my child is 
entitled, from the regular educational program which he/she is pre-
sently enrolled in. 
I have been told that the information obtained in this study 
is confidential and that my chi Id's name and identity will not be 
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disclosed without my consent in any published document. 
have been told that it is my responsibility to provide trans-
portation for my child to the La Sierra Speech, Language, and Hearing 
Center a minimum of one time, and a maximum of three times. The maxi-
mum duration of each meeting will be 40 minutes. 
My child has has not participated in any research 
study within the past--:three monthS:-- His/her participation occurred on 
(day/month/year) 
I have read the contents of this consent form and have listened 
to the verbal explanations of the investigator. My child has received 
a verbal explanation of what he/she will be doing while participating 
in the study. My questions concerning this study have been answered to 
my satisfaction. I may call the investigator, Nancy Blair, at (714) 
737-6584 (home), or (714) 785-2158 (La Sierra Speech, Language, and 
Hearing Center) i·f I have additional questions or concerns about my 
child's participation in this study. I have been given a copy of this 
consent form. I give my consent for my child to participate in this 
study. 
Signature of Parent or Guardian 
Signature of Child (Assent of child is required 
if the subject is seven years of age or older.) 
Date 
Witness 
I have reviewed the contents of this form with the parent or 
guardian signing above. I have explained the potential risks and bene-
fits of the study. Any significant changes in the nature of the study, 
from that described above, will be fully explained to the parent or 
guardian. 
Signature of Investigator Phone Number Date 
APPENDIX H 
. ~-TELESENSORV D SYSTEMS' INC. 
~· 
theAutocom 
A Complete 
Communication System 
The application of microprocessor technology to 
the communication needs of non-oral and motor· 
impaired people has resulted in the development of 
the Autocom, a portable electronic communication 
and control board housed in a wheelchair laptray con· 
figuration. An Autocom user can select, store and 
display vocabulary items by moving a pointer to the 
desired square on the board's smooth-surfaced grid. 
Benefits of the Autocom include: 
Independence: 
Autocom users can communicate freely and spon· 
taneously without the assistance or interpretation of 
others. 
Portability: 
Autocom users can have complete freedom of mo· 
bility with their wheelchair mounted communication 
board. The battery-powered Autocom will operate 
for 8 hours before needing recharging from standard 
wall current. 
Speed: 
A single vocabulary selection can activate letters, 
words, phrases, complete sentences or whole para· 
graphs. By combining these vocabulary choices an 
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A~t?com user can rapidly assemble messages with a 
minimum of separate vocabulary selections. 
Correctability: 
. The _32-character electronic alphanumeric LED 
~1splay 1s fully correctable by space, by word or by 
line. The. ease of message correction speeds message 
construction and assures that the final message is 
exactly what the user intends to communicate. 
Unlimited Vocabulary: 
The Autocom vocabulary can be very simple or 
very complex. Vocabulary items can be symbols, pic-
tures, letters, numbers, words or word parts, phrases 
or sentences. Users can combine vocabulary items to 
communicate any message they wish. By using several 
"levels" of electronic memory, the Autocom can 
store several thousand different vocabulary items for 
user access. 
User Programmability: 
The Autocom is a dynamic communication tool. 
As communication needs change, the Autocom user 
can modify the stored vocabulary to reflect current 
requirements. User programmability allows an indi· 
vidual to construct and store a new item; eliminate an 
old, unwanted item; or re-arrange the location of items 
on the Autocom vocabulary grid. User programmabil· 
ty also means that the Autocom can be easily changed 
from a logograph ic system (symbols, pictures) to an 
orthographic system (letters, numbers, words). 
Self-Diagnosis: 
The microprocessor in the Autocom makes it a 
"smart" machine that is even capable of diagnosing 
its own minor ailments, most of which can be rem-
edied by the user. This self-diagnostic capability helps 
prevent down-time and unnecessary service calis and 
expense. 
Input Flexibility: 
The Autocom can be operated in the Direct Selec· 
tion mode or in the Encoding mode. In the Direct 
Selection mode, the user moves a special hand piece 
or headpointer to the desired vocabulary item. An 
adjustable "dwell time" helps assure that uncontrolled 
motor activity does not result in the inadvertant selec-
tion of unwanted vocabulary items. Items are activated 
only after the selector has been positioned over the 
desired item for a specified period of (dwell) time. 
This dwell time is fully adjustable. The size of the vo· 
cabulary squares can also be adjusted to match the 
pointing abilities of the user. In the Encoding mode, a 
TELESENSCRY I 
SYSTEMS INC. 1
3408 Hillview Avenue, P.O. Box 10099, Palo Alto, California 94304 
Telephone (4151493-2626, Telex 348352 TSI PLA, Cable TELESEN PALOALTO CALIFORNIA (USA) 
user with more limited pointing ability and/or limited 
range of motion can combine a small number of sym-
bols into a "code" that accesses other stored vocabu-
lary items. Under development is the scanning input 
mode that will allow a user to operate a single switch 
to select a vocabulary item from a list that is presented 
sequentially. 
Output Flexibility: 
An Autocom message can be produced on the 32-
space LED display (an optional second message viewer 
faces forward for "conversation viewing"), or the 
message can be printed onto a 3" wide paper roll 
(newspaper column fashion). When portable commun-
ication is not essential. the user can also use a con-
necting cable to print messages onto an electric 
typewriter, a teletypewriter, a TV monitor, a modified 
television set, another Autocom or Autocom-com-
patible aid, or to virtually any standard computer 
peripheral equipment. The Autocom output can also 
be used to command environmental control systems 
to operate lights and appliances. 
Durability: 
The Autocom's design reflects TSl's exacting 
standards of industrial control and quality assurance. 
These standards result in the high durability and 
reliability of the Autocom. A one-year warranty 
assures the excellence of these design standards. 
The Autocom is available for purchase or for lease. 
Options and accessories are available at extra cost. 
The Autocom can be mounted to most commercially 
available wheelchairs. Contact TSI for more details on 
these features and our on-going accessory develop-
ment efforts. 
Dimensions: 20 inches x 24 inches x 3 inches. 
Initial research, development and field testing of 
the Autocom was conducted by the Trace Research 
and Development Center for the Severely Communi-
catively Handicapped at the University of Wisconsin 
with the support of the National Science Foundation 
and the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, 
United States Office of Education. 
~ TELESENSCRV a SYSTEMS, INC. 
APPENDIX I 
Dear 
Thank you so much for allowing me to include your son (or 
daughter), in my research study. look 
forward to meeting him (or her) on (day, date, time) , 
Enclosed is a map directing you to the clinic. If you should have 
any questions please feel free to call me. 
Thank you again for your participation. 
Sincerely, 
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APPENDIX J 
VOCABULARY WORDS, REPRESENTED BY PICTURES, ON PICTURE MATRIX 
Pictures = Words Representing 
sail boat = boat 
car = car 
airplane= airplane 
jacket = coat 
dress = dress 
shoe = shoe 
three people= family 
man, woman, child 
man (principal) = man 
three children= children 
teacher = teacher 
nose = nose 
mouth = mouth 
ear = ear 
dogs swimming = swimming 
fish = fish 
three animals = animals 
television = television 
bed = bed 
sink full of water= water 
house = house 
cats crying = crying 
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APPENDIX K 
VOCABULARY WORDS PRINTED ON THE STANDARD AUTOCOM MATRIX 
add 
again 
alone 
and 
are 
bathroom 
because 
can 
come 
do 
does 
drink 
eat 
fee 1 
for 
from 
funny 
get 
give 
good 
goodbye 
had 
happy 
has 
have 
he 
how 
hungry 
hurt 
1 'm 
in 
is 
it 
item 
know 
let's 
1 i ke 
love 
made 
maybe 
me 
my 
new 
no 
not 
on 
out 
please 
room 
sad 
she 
sick 
some 
sorry 
start 
stop 
take 
thanks 
that 
the 
ti red 
to 
today 
tomorrow 
vocabulary 
want 
was 
we 
were 
what 
wheelchair 
when 
where 
who 
why 
wi 11 
with 
would 
you 
Leve 1 Squares 
base 
change 
levels 
others 
Cont ro 1 Squares 
advance 
alarm 
backword 
backspace 
be 11 
clear 
display 
faster 
off 
on 
paper 
print 
printer 
program 
slower 
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APPENDIX L 
TEACHING SEQUENCE NUMBER ONE 
Phase One 
L4-Picture Matrix: for the child unable to read and spell. 
l. Briefly orient the subject to the organization and func-
tioning of the board. 
"This is the big machine we're going to be working with. I'm 
going to teach you how to use it and then I 1m going to give you a 
chance to use it all by yourself. We can make this machine tell all 
kinds of stories by pointing to the pictures on the board with this 
pointer. This is how we hold the pointer. 11 
2. Explain the function of and point to the three lightbulb 
squares. 
a) ON/OFF (WHITE LIGHTBULB) 
b) L3 (YELLOW LIGHTBULB) 
c) CHANGE BASE (BLUE LIGHTBULB) 
11To make the machine work we turn the three lights on. We 
turn them on by pointing to them with our pointer--first, the white 
one, second, the yellow one, and third, the blue one. We always point 
to one after another--white, yellow, blue. 11 
11All by yourself, turn the three lights on." 
Response required: the subject will point to all three 
LIGHTBULB squares one time. 
3. Explain the function of and point to the DISPLAY ON/OFF 
(FLASHLIGHT) square. 
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"If we want to see the names of the · J pictures we're pointing 
to, we look in this long window. To see in the window we have to use 
our FLASHLIGHT. 11 
"Point to the FLASHLIGHT." 
Response required: the subject will point to the FLASHLIGHT 
square a minimum of one time. 
4. Point to picture squares. 
The examiner will make up a story, using two pictures, demon-
strating the process of story telling to the subject. 
"All by yourself, and without talking, tell me a story by 
pointing to two pictures ..•• Now, tell me what your story says. 11 
Response required: the subject will point to two pictures 
composing a story, then verbally tell the story. 
5. Explain the function of and point to the SPACE (DOG 
SLEEPING) square. 
"Because we want a little room between every word in the win-
dow, we must point to the picture that is of a DOG SLEEPING between 
every picture that we point to. When we point to this square it gives 
the dog and the machine a chance to s 1 eep for a 1 i t t 1 e wh i 1e. 11 
"Point to a picture, and then the picture of the DOG SLEEPING. 
Do th i s th ree t i mes • 11 
Response required: the subject will point to a minimum of 
three pictures, pointing to the DOG SLEEPING picture between every 
picture. 
6. Explain the function of and point to the FASTER (ANIMAL 
SLIDING DOWN THE SLIDE) and SLOWER (TURTLE) squares. 
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"We can make the machine 'think' fast or slow by pointing 
to either the TURTLE or the ANIMAL SLIDING DOWN THE SLIDE. We point 
to the TURTLE to make it think slow--because turtles walk so slow, or 
the ANIMAL SLIDING DOWN THE SLIDE to make it think fast--because the 
animal is sliding very fast. To make the machine think a lot faster 
or slower you must point to the animal many times. 11 
"Let's practice this. Put the pointer on the TURTLE ten times 
in a row. Between every point, you must wait until the green letters 
go away ..•. Tell me a story with two pictures .. Is the machine 
thinking faster or slower than before? Now, put the pointer on the 
ANIMAL SLIDING DOWN THE SLIDE, ten times in a row .. Te 11 me a 
story with two pictures. Is the machine thinking faster or slower 
than before?" 
Response required: the subject will correctly answer the 
question, 11 ls the machine thinking faster or slower than before?" 
after pointing to first the TURTLE and second to the ANIMAL SLIDING 
DOWN THE SLIDE. 
7. Explain the function of and point to the BACKWORD (POLICE-
DOG POINTING) square. 
11 lf you make a mistake and point to a wrong picture, you can 
erase it by pointing to the picture with the dog saying stop, and 
pointing for you to go back and try again. 11 
"Point to the POLICEDOG POINTING three times, and erase the 
words in the window. 11 
Response required: the subject will point to the POLICEDOG 
POINTING square a minimum of three times, deleting the words accessed 
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in the previous step (#4). 
8. Explain the function of and point to the CLEAR (TRASHCAN) 
square. 
"If you make a big! mistake, you can erase all the letters in 
the window by pointing to the picture with a TRASHCAN. It's a picture 
of a TRASHCAN because we're going to throw away all of the names of. 
the pictures that we pointed to. We're finished with all of them and 
we're going to start over." 
"First, point to three pictures, and the DOG SLEEPING between 
every picture ..•. Second, point to the picture of the TRASHCAN and 
throw away all of the names of the pictures that we pointed to. We're 
finished with all of them and we're going to start over." 
Response required: the subject will point to a minimum of 
three pictures, utilizing the SPACE (DOG SLEEPING), then point to the 
TRASHCAN square. The subject will repeat this sequence a minimum of 
one time. 
9. Explain the function of and point to the BELL (ANIMAL 
BLOWING THE HORN) square. 
"When you're finished telling a story with the pictures, and 
you want to tell me that you're finished, you point to the picture 
with the ANIMAL BLOWING HIS HORN. The animal will blow his horn just 
one time." 
"First, tell a story by pointing to three pictures, giving the 
machine a chance to sleep between every picture .... Second, point 
to the ANIMAL BLOWING THE HORN to tell me you're finished." 
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Response required: the subject will point to a minimum of 
three pictures, utilizing the SPACER (DOG SLEEPING), then point to the 
ANIMAL BLOWING THE HORN. The subject will repeat this sequence a mini-
mum of one time. 
10. Explain the function of and point to·the ALARM (MAN BLOW-
ING A WHISTLE) square. 
"When you're finished pointing to pictures, and you want to be 
sure that I know that you're finished, you point to the picture of a 
man blowing a whistle. This man will keep blowing the whistle until 
you point to him again. Pointing to him again tells him to stop. 11 
"First, point to three pictures, and the DOG SLEEPING between 
every one .•.• Second, point to the MAN BLOWING A WHISTLE to tell me 
you're finished. 11 
Response required: the subject will point to a minimum of 
three pictures, utilizing the SPACER (DOG SLEEPING), then sound the 
ALARM (MAN BLOWING THE WHISTLE)--turning it on then off. The subject 
will repeat this sequence a minimum of one time. 
11. Explain the functions of and point to the PRINTER ON/OFF 
(PENCIL), PRINT (ANIMAL PRINTING), AND THE PAPER ADVANCE (NEWSPAPER) 
squares. 
11With this machine you can have your words printed on paper so 
we can keep them and let others read them. To do this you must point 
to three different pictures. The first one we point to is the picture 
of the PENCIL--it is on the very end. We point to this one because 
the animal needs it to begin printing. The second one we point to is 
right next door--it's the picture of the ANIMAL PRINTING. He's using 
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the pencil to print the words. The third one we point to is again 
right next door--it's the picture of the PAPER with a lot of printing 
on it. The animal is all done printing and ready to give you the 
paper with the printing on it. Remember, there are three· pictures 
to point to--one after another. 11 
11 Fi rst, tell me a story by pointing to three pictures and the 
DOG SLEEPING between every picture ... Second, point to the three 
pictures that make the machine put your words on paper. 11 
Response required: the subject will point to a minimum of 
three pictures, utilizing the SPACER (DOG SLEEPING), then point to the 
PENCIL, ANIMAL PRINTING, and the NEWSPAPER SQUARES in sequence. 
12. Briefly review the functions of the squares taught. 
Together the examiner, and the subject, will point to each 
Autocom control square, and indicate its function. 
13. Test. 
11 Using these pictures, and without talking, I want you to tell 
me a short story all by yourself. Point to as many pictures as you 
want to. I'm going to turn the machine completely off--this means 
you'll have to start from the very beginning. I want you to put your 
• 11 I f 0 0 hd 11 story on paper and make some noise to te me you re 1n1s e . 
Phase Two 
Ll-Standard Autocom Matrix: for the child able to read and spell. 
1. Briefly orientate the subject to the new matrix. 
11 Now we have a new top on the board. It has many different 
squares. Each square has something different printed inside of it. 
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For right now we're only going to be working with whatever is printed 
in the bottom half of the squares. We don't want to pay any attention 
to what is printed in the top half. We're going to pretend that we 
can't see them. 11 
2. Explain the function of and point to the ON/OFF, and the 
DISPLAY ON/OFF squares. 
"This time we turn the machine on by pointing to the red square 
on the very end. This square says ON/OFF. And, we turn the window 
on by pointing to the square with the picture of the long window 
printed in i t. 11 
"Point to these two squares and turn the machine and window on. 11 
Response required: the subject will point to the ON/OFF, and 
DISPLAY ON/OFF squares a minimum of one time. 
3. Spell your name. 
"With this new top we can spell words. We point to the letters 
only, in the bottom half of the gray squares. 11 • 
"Let's spell your name. 11 
Response required: the subject will spell their name one 
time. 
4. Explain the function of and point to the BACKSPACE square. 
"Just like before we can erase our mistakes. But this time we 
can erase one letter at a time. To do this we point to the red square 
w i th the 1 i t t 1 e a r row i n s i de of i t. 11 
"All by yourself, point to the square with the little arrow in 
it, enough ti mes so that you erase your name. 11 
Response required: the subject will point to the BACKSPACE 
square deleting all letters accessed in number four. 
5. Access a number. 
"By pointing to the numbers only, in the bottom half of the 
blue squares, let's make up a long number." 
Response required: the subject will access a number con-
sisting of at least three digits. 
6. Explain the function of the FASTER and SLOWER squares. 
"Just like before, we can make the machine 'think' fast or 
slow by pointing to the squares close to the end. The FASTER square 
has an arrow that points up. The slower square has an arrow that 
points down. 11 
Response required: the subject will listen to the verbal 
explanations of the examiner. No response, from the subject, is 
requ i red. 
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7. Explain the function of and point to the SPACE square. 
"Last time we decided that we needed a little room or a little 
space between every picture that we pointed to. Now, we need a little 
space between every word that we spell. To make a 1 i tt 1 e space we 
point to the gray square with the 1itt1 e arrow in i t •II 
"Let's spell three words, pointing to the little arrow in 
the gray square, between every word." 
Response required: the subject will spell a minimum of three 
words, pointing to the SPACE square between every word. 
8. Explain the function of the BACKWORD, and the CLEAR square. 
"Last time we erased one word at-a-time by pointing to the 
policedog saying 'stop'. This time we can erase one word at-a-time 
by pointing to the square that is right in the middle of the red 
squares and has a long arrow printed in it. 11 
"Also remember from last time, when we made big! mistakes 
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we pointed to the TRASHCAN square, and we threw everything printed in 
the window away. We cleared everything from the window. This time 
we're going to point to the square that has a box with a cross in it. 
This square says CLEAR. It is the one that we will use to throw-
away a 11 of our words. 11 
Response required: the subject will listen to the verbal 
explanations provided by the examiner. No response, from the subject, 
i s req u i red. 
9. Explain the functions of the BELL, and the ALARM squares. 
"This time when you're finished, and you want to tell me that 
you're finished, point to either the square with the BELL in it, or 
the square right next door to the BELL--the one with a circle and a dot 
in the middle. This square is called the ALARM and it will keep on 
'beeping' until you point to the square again. 11 
Response required: the subject will listen to the verbal 
explanations provided by the examiner. No response, from the subject, 
i s req u i red . 
JO. Explain the functions of the PRINTER ON/OFF, PRINT, and 
PAPER ADVANCE squares. 
"Just like last time, you can print your message on paper. 
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Again, you point to three different squares. All three squares have a 
picture of a paper roll printed on them. First, point to the square 
close to the end. Second, point to the picture right next to the 
first square. Third, point to the next square over. Remember, the 
three squares that you point to all have pictures of the paper rolls 
printed on them. 11 
Response required: the subject will listen to the verbal 
explanations provided by the examiner. No response, from the subject, 
is req u i red. 
11. Briefly review the functions of the square taught. 
Together, the examiner, and the subject will briefly point to 
each Autocom control square, and indicate its function. Special empha-
sis will be on the squares which have an arrow printed inside of 
them, to indicate their function. 
12. Test. 
"Using just the letters, and words from the bottom half of the 
squares, nothing from the top half, I want you to tell me a short 
story all by yourself, just 1 ike before. Again, I'm going to turn the 
machine completely off. Put your message on paper, then make some 
noise to tell me you're finished." 
Allow the subject five minutes to correctly point to the correct 
squares in the correct sequence. 
TEACHING SEQUENCE NUMBER TWO 
Phase One 
Ll-Standard Autocom Matrix: for the child able to read and spell. 
l. Briefly orient the subject to the organization and func-
tioning of the board. 
"This is the big computer toy that we're going to be working 
with. Its name is the Autocom--but let's just call it 'the machine'. 
I'm going to teach you how to use it, then I'm going to give you a 
chance to use it all by yourself, without my help. We can make this 
machine do all kinds of things by pointing with the tip of this 
pointer. (Show the subject how to hold the pointer.) We will be 
pointing to the different squares on the board; and each square has 
something different printed inside of it. Some have words, some 
letters, and some numbers. For right now, we're only going to be 
working with whatever is printed in the bottom half of the gray, 
green, and blue squares. We don't want to pay any attention to what 
is printed in the top half--we're going to pretend that we can't see 
them. 11 
2. Explain the function of and point to the ON/OFF square. 
"To make the machine work we turn it on. We do this by 
pointing to the square on the very end. This square says ON/OFF." 
"Put the pointer ove.r this square, and turn the machine on." 
Response required: the subject will point to the ON/OFF 
square a minimum of one time. 
3. Explain the function of and point to the DISPLAY ON/OFF 
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square. 
"If we want to see the words we are pointing to printed in 
this long window, we must point to the square that says DISPLAY ON/ 
OFF or 1 window on/off". The fancy name for this long window is 
'display'. This square also has a picture of the long window printed 
in it. 11 
"All by yourself, point to the DISPLAY ON/OFF square. 11 
"When you point to this square the machine will tell you if it 
is 1on 1 or 'off'." 
Response required: the subject will I point to the DISPLAY ON/ 
OFF square a minimum of one time. 
4. Spell a word. 
"By pointing to the letters only, in the bottom half of the 
gray squares, 1et 1 s spe 11 your name . 11 
Response required: the subject will spell his/her name. 
5. Explain the function of and point to the BACKSPACE square. 
"If you make a mistake you can erase one letter or number at a 
time by pointing to the red square with the little arrow in it. This 
square says BACKSPACE. Remember, it will erase one letter or number at 
a time--so if you have more than one letter or number to erase you must 
put the pointer on the square many times." 
"All by yourself, point to the BACKSPACE square enough times 
that you erase your name." 
Response required: the subject will point to the BACKSPACE 
square deleting all letters accessed in number four. 
6. Access a number. 
"By pointing to the numbers only, in the bottom half of the 
blue squares, let's make up a number--at least three numbers long." 
l 1 l 
Response required: the subject will access a number consisting 
of a minimum of three digits. 
7. Explain the function of and point to the FASTER AND SLOWER 
squares. 
11We can make the machine 'think' fast or slow by pointing to 
the squares that say FASTER and SLOWER. The FASTER square has an 
arrow that points up. The SLOWER square has an arrow that points 
down. To make the machine think a lot faster or slower you must put 
the pointer on the square many times. 11 
"Let's practice this. Put the pointer on the SLOWER square, 
ten times in a row. . • . Now spe 11 another word. Is the machine 
thinking faster or slower than before? Now, put the pointer on the 
FASTER square ten ti mes. . . • Spe 11 another word. Is the machine 
thinking faster or slower than before?" 
Response required: the subject will correctly answer the 
question, "Is the machine thinking faster or slower than before?"_, 
after pointing to first the SLOWER, then to the FASTER squares. 
8. Explain the function of and point to the SPACE square. 
"Because we want a little room between every word printed in 
the window, we must point to the gray square that has a little arrow 
and the word SPACE printed in it. We point to this square between 
every word that we spell . 11 
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"Let's spell three words, pointing to the SPACE square between 
every word. 11 
Response required: the subject will spell a minimum of three 
words, pointing to the SPACE square between every word. 
9. Explain the function of and point to the BACKWORD square. 
"If you make a mistake, you can erase an entire word by pointing 
to the square that says BACKWORD. This square is right in the middle 
of the red squares and has a long arrow." 
"Point to the BACKWORD square three times. 11 
Response required: the subject will point to the BACKWORD 
square a minimum of three times, deleting the words accessed in the 
previous step. 
10. Explain the_ function of and point to the CLEAR square. 
"If you make a big mistake, you can erase everything printed 
in the window all at once, by pointing to the square that says CLEAR. 
It is right next to the BACKWORD square and has a box with a cross in 
it• II 
"Point to at least three words, from the green squares, and 
then point to the CLEAR square. 
Response required: the subject will point to a minimum of 
three words, from the green squares, then point to the CLEAR square. 
The subject will repeat this sequence a minimum of one time. 
11. Explain the function of and point to the BELL square. 
"When you' re finished, and you want to te 11 me that you 1 re 
finished, you point to the red square with the little bell in it. The 
word under the picture says BELL. The BELL will make one 1 beep 1 
sound . 11 
11 First, spell three words, using the SPACE square between 
every word. Second, point to the BELL square to tell me you 1 re 
finished. 
Response required: the subject will spell a minimum of 
three words, utilizing the SPACER square, then sound the BELL. The 
subject will repeat this sequence a minimum of three times. 
12. Explain the function of and point to the ALARM square. 
11When you 1 re finished, and you want to be sure that I know 
that you 1 re finished, you point to the square next to the BELL--the 
one with a circle and a dot in the middle. It is called the ALARM, 
and it will keep on 1 beeping 1 until you point to the square again. 
Pointing to the square again turns the beep off. 11 
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11 Point first to the CLEAR square. Second, point to three words, 
from the green squares. And third, point to the ALARM square to tell 
me you 1 re fi n i shed . 1 1 
Response required: the subject will initially point to the 
CLEAR square. Second, the subject will point to a minimum of three 
green squares. Third, the subject will point to the alarm square--
turning it on, then off. The subject will repeat this sequence a mini-
mum of one time. 
13. Explain the functions of and point to the PRINTER ON/OFF, 
PRINT, and PAPER ADVANCE squares. 
11With this machine you can have your word message printed on 
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paper so that we can keep your message and let others read it. To do 
this you must point to three different red squares. First, point to 
the square closest to the end--the one with the three words, PRINTER 
ON/OFF, and a picture of the paper roll. When you point to this 
square it will tell you if its 'on' or 'off'. Second, point to the 
picture right next to the first square--the one with only one word, 
PRINT, and a picture of the paper roll. Third, point to the next 
square over--the one with two words, PAPER ADVANCE, and another pic-
ture of the paper roll. Remember, there are three squares to point 
to--one after another." 
"First, point to at least three words from the green squares. 
Second, point to the three squares that make the machine print 
. your message. 11 
Response required: the subject will initially point to a 
minimum of three words from the green squares. Second, the subject 
will point to the PRINTER ON/OFF, PRINT, and PAPER ADVANCE squares in 
sequence. The subject will repeat this sequence a minimum of one time. 
14. Access the sentence "give me some" from Ll squares. 
"Using just the bottom half of the green squares point to the 
squares that make up the sentence 'give me som'. You will have to 
look all around for the squares that contain the right words." 
Response required: the subject will point to the three squares 
containing the words 11give11 , 11me 11 , and 11 some 11 • 
15. Access three words from Ll utilizing the three word 
endings "ing, ed, 11 and 11 s 11 • 
"There are certain endings that we can put on the end of words 
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to make them bigger words and mean something different. We are going 
to use three of them--'ing', 'ed' and 's'. They can be found in the 
green squares. To use them you spell the big, main word, and then 
point to the small ending." 
"Let's make the word 'going' and 'using' together. Now you make 
up the word 'walking', 'played' and 'its' alone." 
Response required: the subject wi 11 access the words "walking," 
"played", and 11 its 11 , utilizing the correct word endings, a minimum of 
one time. 
16. Access three sentences from Ll utilizing the three punc-
tu a t i on s y mb o l s 11 ? II ' . . 
"There are certain symbols that we put either on the ends of 
sentences, or in the middle of sentences to make our sentences clearer. 
They are the question mark, the period, and the comma. To make the 
machine print these you point to three of the gray squares. Let's make 
up the sentences 'Where is it?' and 'Because of you,_!_~ give'. 
Some of the words must be spelled from the gray squares and some are 
whole words from the green squares." 
"All by yourself, make up the sentences 'How are you?', 'Give 
me that.', and 1 Is she stopping,£.!::_ not?' Use the right symbols and 
endings." 
Underlining indicates words that must be spelled--not accessi-
b 1 e from L 1. 
Response required: the subject will access the sentences 
"How are you?", "Give me that. 11 , and "Is she stopping, or not?" utiliz-
ing the correct punctuation symbols, a minimum of one time. 
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17. Briefly review the functions of the squares taught. 
Together, the examiner, and the subject will briefly point to 
each Autocom control square, and indicate its function. Special empha-
sis will be on the squares that have arrows, printed inside of them, 
to indicate their function. 
18. Test. 
Without talking, and using just the letters, words, and num-
bers from the bottom half of the squares, nothing from the top half, 
I want you to tell me a short story, two or three sentences long, all 
by yourself. I'm going to turn the machine completely off--this means 
you'll have to start from the very beginning. want you to put your 
message on paper, then make some noise to let me know you're finished." 
TEACHING SEQUENCE NUMBER ONE AND TWO 
Phase Three--Sequence Number One, 
Phase Two--Sequence Number Two 
L2-Standard Autocom Matrix: for the child able to read and spell. 
1. Access words from L2. 
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"Before, we worked with only words from the bottom half of the 
squares. These words are what we call 'level one words'. You know 
we're working with level one words because of the number one in the 
upper corner. Now we're going to use the words from the top half of 
the squares. These are called 'level two words'. To use these words 
we must change this one to a two. 11 
11To make this change you first point to L2, which means 'level 
2'. Now the one changes to a two. Now you can choose one word from 
the top half of the square. These are called level two words. 11 
11 Now that you've pointed to one word from the top half of a 
square, the machine will go right back to level one, notice how the two 
has changed back to a one. This means that now you can only choose 
words from the bottom half of the square. Therefore, to select again 
from the top half of the square, you must first point to L2, and 
change this one to a two. 11 
"Point to two more words from the top.half of the square, 
pointing to L2 before each word. 11 
Response required: the subject will access a minimum of three 
words from level two, not utilizing CHANGE BASE, therefore pointing to 
L2 before selecting from each level two words. 
2. Explain the function of CHANGE BASE and access a minimum 
of four words from level two words only, utilizing CHANGE BASE. 
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"If you want to choose a lot of words in a row, that are all 
from the top haJf of the square, you can change the number one to a 
number two, and make it so it doesn't switch back to number one. This 
means you can choose as many words as you want from the top half of 
the square, without pointing to L2 between every word." 
"To do this point to L2, then to the CHANGE BASE square. Find 
two words, from the top half of the square, that you know how to read, 
and point to them." 
"Notice how you didn't have to point to L2 between every word. 
This is because we pointed to the CHANGE BASE square after we pointed 
to L2." 
Researcher: program the Autocom back to level one as the base 
1eve1 . 
"Pointing to L2 and CHANGE BASE, find two more words, form the 
top half of the squares, that you know how to read, and make them print 
on the screen." 
Response required: the subject will access a minimum of four 
words from level two only, utilizing CHANGE BASE. 
3. Alternating between Ll and L2--access a minimum of four 
words. 
"We can use words from both the bottom half and the top half 
of the squares in the same sentence--we can switch back and forth from 
level one to level two in the same sentence." 
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"We can use words from both the bottom half and the top half 
of the squares in the same sentence--we can switch back and forth from 
1 eve l one to l eve 1 two in the same sentence. 11 
"Let 1 s put some words together (make a sentence) using words 
from both the bottom half and the top half of the squares. To do this 
let's start with level one. Choose two words, that you can read, from 
the lower half of the squares. Now change the machine to level two and 
choose two words, that you can read, from the top half of the squares. 
Now we have one sentence that uses both bottom and top words." 
"All by yourself put some more words together (make a sentence) 
using both bottom and top words. I 1 11 put the machine back to level 
one, so you 1 11 have to switch to l eve 1 two when you 1 re ready. 11 
Response required: the subject will access a group of words 
(a sentence) using words from level one and level two. 
4. Test 
11 U~ing the letters, numbers, and words from the bottom half of 
the squares, and the words from the top half of the squares, I want 
you to tell me one short story. Again, I'm going to turn the machine 
completely off. Put your message on paper, then make some noise to 
tell me you're finished. 11 
Allow the subject five minutes to correctly point to the correct 
squares in the correct sequence. 
TEACHING SEQUENCE NUMBER ONE AND TWO 
Phase Four--Sequence Number One, 
Phase Three--Sequence Number Two 
L2-Standard Autocom Matrix: for the child able to read and spell. 
1. Explain the function of and point to PROGRAM ON/OFF. 
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"This machine has a rea 11 y good memory. If you ca re fu 11 y te 11 
it to remember a sentence, it will do it. Let's tell the machine how 
to remember a sentence we're going to make up. First, point to the 
red square on the very end, this square says PROGRAM ON/OFF. Second, 
read the message it prints, ENTER LEVEL#, point to the zero and the 
four from the numbers in the blue squares. Third, read the message 
it prints, PLEASE SELECT SQUARE, point to any green or gray square. 
The square that you choose doesn't have anything to do with what's 
printed inside of it. Instead, it's just a place where the machine 
will remember your message. Fourth, read the message the machine 
prints, ENTER NEW VOCABULARY ITEM (TELL ME YOUR SENTENCE), using 
either the words from the green squares, or spell new words, tell the 
machine a sentence to remember. Last, point to the red square on the 
end again. Now we're finished telling the machine how to remember 
your sentence. Let's check to be sure the machine has really remem-
bered it. Point to L4, point to the square we put our sentence in. 11 
Response required: first, the subject will program a sentence 
into the Autocom's memory-L4. Second, the subject will check the 
location of the new vocabulary item to confirm placement into the 
Autocom's memory. 
2. Briefly review the sequence followed when programming 
into the Autocom's memory. 
Together the researcher and subject will verbally review the 
sequential steps necessary to program a sentence into the Autocom's 
memory. 
3. Test 
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11All by yourself, tell the machine to remember one sentence 
that you will make up. I '11 leave the machine and the window turned 
on, so you'll begin by pointing to the red square on the end. When 
you're finished, check to be sure the Autocom has remembered your sen-
tence.11 
Allow the subject· five minutes to correctly point to the correct 
squares in the correct sequence. 
APPENDIX M 
TEACHING SEQUENCE NUMBER ONE. 
Name 
Grade/Age 
~~~~~~~~-
Number 
Time Spent (min.) 
Autocom Functions-Phase One Criterion Meet 
l. on/off=three 1 ightbulbs 
2. display on/off=flashlight 
3. pictures 
4. spacer=dog sleeping 
5. slower=turtle 
6. faster=animal down s l i de 
7. backword=policedog pointing 
8. clear=trashcan 
9. bell=animal blowing horn 
10. alarm=man blowing whistle 
11. printer on/off=pencil 
12. print=animal printing 
13. paper advance=newspaper 
Autocom Functions-Phase Two Criterion Meet 
1 • on/off 
2. display on/off 
3. spe 11 i ng 
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Accessed During 
Story 
Accessed During 
Story 
Autocom Functions-Phase Two 
(cont'd) 
3. spelling 
4. backspace 
5. a .number 
6. s 1 ewer 
]. faster 
8. space 
9. backward 
10. clear 
11 . be 11 
12. a 1 a rm 
13. printer on/off 
14. print 
15. paper advance 
16. words from Ll (inherent in 
the teaching of the above 
functions) 
Autocom Functions-Phase Three 
l. words from L2 
2. change base 
3. words from Ll and L2 
Autocom Functions-Phase Four 
1. program on/off 
2. enter level number 
3. select square 
Criterion Meet 
Cr i t er ion Meet 
Criterion Meet 
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Accessed During 
Story 
Accessed During 
Story 
Accessed During 
Story 
Autocom Functions-Phase Four 
(cont'd) 
4. tell story 
5. program on/off 
6. memory check 
Four Point Scale: 
l=spontaneous access 
4=no response 
2=first prompt 
Criterion Meet 
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Accessed During 
Story 
3=second prompt 
TEACHING SEQUENCE NUMBER TWO 
Name 
Number 
Time Spent (min.) 
Autocom Functions-Phase One 
l. on/off 
2. display on/off 
3. s pe 11 i ng 
4. backspace 
5. a number 
6. s 1 ower 
7. faster 
8. space 
9. backword 
10. clear 
11 • be 11 
12. a 1 a rm 
13. printer on/off 
14. print 
15. paper advance 
16. words from Ll 
17. words endings from Ll 
18. punc. sym. from Ll 
Criterion Meet 
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Accessed During 
~Story 
Autocom Functions-Phase Two 
l. words from L2 
2. change base 
3. words from Ll and L2 
Autocom Functions-Phase Three 
l. program on/off 
2. enter level number 
3. select square 
4. tell story 
5. program on/off 
6. memory check 
Four Point Scale: 
Criterion Meet 
Criterion Meet 
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Accessed During 
Story 
Accessed During 
Story 
]=spontaneous access 2=f i rst prompt 3=second prompt 4=no response 
APPENDIX N 
AUTOCOM FEATURES WHICH MUST BE OPERATED TO PERFORM THE TESTS 
1 . on/off 
2. display on/off 
3. s pe 11 i ng 
4. space 
5. be 11 
6. a 1 a rm 
7. printer on/off 
8. print 
9. paper advance 
10. change base 
11. words from Ll and L2 
12. program on 
13. enter level number 
14. select a square 
15. tell a sentence 
16. program off 
17. memory check 
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